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Price changes tend to throw trade out of balance and
therefore anything which causes drastic changes in wool prices is
of vital interest to wool growers, wool dealers, wool manufactur-
ers, and to the bankers who assist in financing the enterprises
of any of these economic groups.
Success of production plans and selling policies of wool
producers is greatly Influenced by the trend of wool prices.
Changes in production plans can be made only very slowly. Errors
likewise cannot be quickly rectified and may prove very costly.
At each shearing season growers are faced with the problem of
whether to sell at once, at the price offered, or to hold.
Merchandising programs of wool dealers may succeed or
fail, according to what happens to wool prices from the tine when
wool is bought until it is sold to manufacturers. Wool merchants
do the bulk of their buying normally in a period of a few months
in Spring and Summer. Selling may go on throughout the year.
Hence, considerable time may elapse before dealers completely turn
over what was purchased in a relatively short time. In the mean>
time, much can happen to wool prices that may result in profits to
the dealers, or on the other hand, may result in losses that will
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2put dealers out of business.
Manufacturers of wool frequently take orders for goods
three to six months before dellwery date. In many cases, orders
are taken before the wool to cover them has been bought. If prices
of wool should rise before the manufacturer has covered, he stands
to lose money on the transaction. If prices of wool should decline,
he may realize a handsome profit. A knowledge of the factors de-
termining trends of wool prices should enable manufacturers to bal-
ance buying and selling operations In a manner to assure profits
and reduce risks.
The banker has to think of the wool price trend when he
makes a loan to a wool grower, dealer, or manufacturer. As long as
the price level remains unchanged, or If the price level rises, wool
loans are safe, but If the prices of wool start to go down, the
safety of the loan Is placed In danger. Avoidance of bad loans on
wool Is the banker's Interest in a knowledge of what causes wool
prices to fluctuate.
PUEPOSE AND SCOPE OE THE STUDY
Personal contact in the wool market year after year serves
to Impress upon an observer a certain cycle of events that typify a
sort of a normal sequence. Just as regularly as the seasons roll
around, traders in the wool market begin to look for certain develop^
ments. Sometimes, of course, they are disappointed—often enough.
In fact, to lead some members of the trade to doubt If there Is any
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3such thing as a normal'* in the wool industry* Yet, in a general '
way, there is a sequence of events that the men of long experience
in the market have come to identify with certain seasons of the
year* Briefly, they may be listed as follows:-
1- Trade at low ebb in early Spring,
2- Oradxial pickup in late Spring and early Summer,
3- Brisk trade by August, lasting into October*
4~ Gradual decline in trade from November until after
turn of the year*
5- Brisk recovery in trade during Januazy and February, and
6- Gradual tapering off of trade late in first quarter,
lasting until the middle of the second quarter*
Thus, the trade in wool appears to have a rather marked
seasonality* An examination of the monthly data on consumption of
four grades of greasy combing domestic wools in Table II of the
Appendix of this report, gives one an impression of a trend that co-
incides very closely to the cycle of trade in a typical year in the
wool market* Seasonality of consumption and tretding in the wool
market, then, seem to be definitely associated. Low consumption
tends to occur some time in the second quarter of the year; high
consumption tends to occur either late in the third quarter or early
in the fourth*
Graphical presentation of the consximption data on four
grades of wool in Chart I shows an upward tendency in volume of wool
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4consumption over the period 1924 to 1933, inclusive, some grades
showing this tendency more than others. Hence, we see at once the
presence of a growth element In consumption that must be consider-
ed In any effort to relate wool consumption statistics with market
activity.
The upward trend of wool consumption, however, was not
even during the period 1924-1933, as Is noted in Chart I. These
cyclical variations must also be considered in a study of wool
consumption data.
Therefore, we see that we have three distinct kinds of
movements taking place at the same time in the wool consumption
trend. In order to determine the extent of each distinct kind of
movement going on in the trend of wool consumption, it is necessary
to isolate and measure each trend separately. This requires the
application of mathematical ‘'formulas and the construction of indexes
that measure the extent of the various trends in consumption.
The principal objective in this study is to measure the
seasonal, secular, and cyclical trends in wool consumption over
the period 1924-1933, eind to relate these trends to the behavior of
wool prices. Wool consximptlon statistics are compiled and publish-
ed monthly by the Government. They are quoted extensively by the
press and are used frequently as a basis for predicating the future
wool price trend. It is important to determine, therefore, whether
the actual consumption data by themselves afford a sufficiently
sound basis for predicting major changes in the wool price trend.
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5The assumption often observed in connection with these predictions
is that, after all, consumption is rising and therefore prices
must advance.
Oxr objective, then, is to see if prices actually do
rise as consumption increases. We must look further to see if
other factors than consumption can produce the same effect upon
prices that has often been attributed to consumption. We must try
and determine also if factors other than consumotion may possibly
counteract a possible tendency for increasing consumption to cause
rising prices. It is possible that demand for wool is elastic and
that increasing consumption of wool, rather than causing higher
wool prices, may be secured only by successively lower price levels.
Information that will assist in solving to some extent the foregoing
problems is sought in this study. In attaining this objective,
many minor fluctuations will be overlooked* We wish to determine
the major tendencies in the relationship between consumption and
prices of wool, and explain. Insofar as possible, the major trends
of wool prices not fully attributable to trends in consumption.
This study is confined to combing wools as they comprise
the major portion of the domestic production. In a total of
319,700,000 pounds of domestic wool consumed in 1931, all but
50,000,000 pounds was reported as combing, according to the United
States Bureau of Census, that is, less than 16 per cent.
Justification for including only four grades of domestic
naoiialhnt’iq dilfc xioX^otinaoa ci ^•v^roittfo a«a!to aoliqmun^A <MiT
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6wool in this study is also found in the United States Bureau of
Census figures. Of the total consumption of conibing wool, amount-
ing to 269,600,000 pounds in 1931, only 8,300,000 pounds were of
grades below 1/4 Blood, which is just over 3 per cent.
SOUECS OF DATA
Wool prices used in this study are monthly averages of
weekly price ranges compiled and released by the Bureau of Agricul-
tural Economics of the United States Department of Agriculture. All
prices used in this study are based upon the estimated scoured basis
of greasy combing domestic wools. Nine price series of the most
prominent lines handled in the Boston market were selected for this
study. Four of the series were of Fleece wools, that is, of wools
grown east of the Mississippi River. The other five series were on
Territory wools grown in the western mountain range states. Prices
for each of the nine grades by months for years 1924 to 1933, inclu-
sive, are carried in Table I of the Appendix,
Four gr^es of wool are represented by these nine price
series. They are as follows;- Fine (64s, 70s, 80s), 1/2 Blood
(58s, 608), 3/8 Blood (663), and 1/4 Blood (48s, bOs).
The grade of wool is determined by the diameter of fiber.
Official standards for grades have been promulgated by the United
States Department of Agriculture, and the Department prepares sets
containing small samples illustrating the wool of maximum coarse^
ness eligible for each grade. While the official standards for
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•Dixq iiiiit ©©i/uaa^ixqsnc 5#**- Xcow 1© e^Joar^ rafA
bocXC S\X
,
(tOB (fiCT .e^) »at'i -iavollol is exm \a{.iT .esiioe
.(«0£;„fc8>) fcooXff ^^J» .(sad) boots 8\fi «< 300,88a)
.x^dll lo x»^0c:fiifc nd^ ijd h^ntan^iifb ni Scow lo eJbfir^ ©d7
ftolirrlT »iid x,<X j^odz-nXiiac^c; maoX tol attaXiasi* XjJioillO
B.tee e»tj'-q0tq XnarUrfiitCfeCr ad# i)n.T .stoiliioit^ lo ^cetjX'iaqoCT ealelS
I
'-e»':©oo .vi.mijcsia lo loow ^f.iidetdutMSJi »alqsa»B IIauW ^alatadaoo
tol »b^x>.bal^de f.'^ioitlo .©detj^ i(o.a0 tol ©IdXgiX© eean
7grades of wool have not been defined b/ the Department of Agrlcul-
tuxe in terms of physical measurements, independent investigators
have done some work sdong this line« £• H. Schwarz, Assistant
Professor of Textile Technology at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, presents in his book, "Textiles and the Microscope",
page 279, a key for quality determination. The word "quality"
here is used synonymously with the term "grade". In order to
clarify the meaning of the terms for grade, such as Pine (64s, 708,
80s), 1/2 Blood (588,608), etc., the results of measurements re-









64s, 70s, 80s 19.0-23.0 .000748-. 000906
58s, 608 22.5-26.0 .000808-. 001025
568 25.5-28.5 .001006-. 001124
483,508 28.0-34.0 .001104-.001341
It is noted that the ranges of averages in this table
show some overlapping. This overlapping of averages reflects the
wide variation in diameters of fibers in all grades of wool. The
microscope reveals that many fibers in any particular sample of
wool may have diameters running three to five times the diameter
of the smallest fibers in that sample. Consequently, in commercial
practice where the microscope is used to determine fiber quality,
certain tolerances are used to supplement the information given by
sdi '{*S J&©nil«di> ae^tuS ica ovad Xoow "to ftsi^
P9»;ii J£rei>iiogdbal ^iiaofr.trftfnsnoi IajoXsxu’t “^o bktsi;? ni
jLWiislaBA tS'iC'VdiuS .(7 .1 siiii jiAOIis show ooioa anob wvui
“io diu-^tsafll ffJle«?jU3rfoiJiie«tt «sii j& '»' lo-raa j«T oIZjJLe*T to iobo^Ioti*?
1
,**9qo:*ao-r‘oM 'idJ jo«ir- ,Ac>o<i altl al sJaasei", ,x^oIoado»7
tvp*’ .?'<-ow .Goi?a.T:ioi'it#^»o X'Xl6A.'p lot «s ,eVU
cS al . luidJ ed^ listlw >(lB^on'Ci(ea\s t^zu at wTod
.eOTj'itO) ©ax's «c rf:^xfe ,Fi>jai§ lot »«rr&^ oilx lo ^dXajs^Mi adi i\tXMiQ
"Yi ei.i9{::9 .JSitntm to <j3Xxra»T ©ri^ ,.'>i© ,(«Od,=3B3) 2\X ,( »08







<iSCX00.-6060C0. o.tr-c,?;?. a03 ,?8.3
^SX^OC^.-^KOXOO. Bda
it‘SICC.-^OX£'‘V. 0*. .bS “
, a6>
• XttxiJ ci es^aiers to < ©^asi ©dt h©iafl si Jl
*r(S BioBl'ldi B9%j^i«v© to ^^niqqal'fevo exifl? .tifliqqAlisvo 9GC8 woda
«tll’ , ioow to eeiXHTS XXd ‘it w'xBdiS tc ei9io»«ut) ai noiit^tiAw oJ^in
to ©tqatrtB XBlaciktXRq \p& ai eieili'l \^Ba aXftdv©! ©qcoeoiot*
’X»4’^cu!tt: adt 8«cii ^vit od eaxdt :^aininrt axotataalb ©v«£l t^iwr Ioow
l^toxBomoo ,^If'i«©j?©BnoO .©iqcae .TBUt ai siocfl't ^eBliJWJJS »ds to
,v^|Ixu;p i©itt enifftTO^ei) ot b^ejf 8i ftqoaBOioxiB ®^^^ 9i©iXw
vjf a^vt^ noctatt'iOtal ©tiJ 3«iia»ioqxsB ot Jt>a8tf ©*ijs aeoa&xeloi aisitxBO
8the average diemeter. These tolerances consist of a permissahle
number of fibers above a certain diameter in a sample of wool
eligible for a given grade. As an illustration, the average
diameter of 56s grade may fluctuate in the rauige 25.5 to 28«5
microns, but any saimple of wool to qualify for this grade must
not have more than 40 fibers per hundred over 30 microns in
diameter or more than 6 fibers per hundred over 40 microns in
diameter.
The column headed "Equivalent in Inches" in the Table
on page 7 was computed from the "Conversion Table-Microns to
Inches" on page 77 in Professor Schwarz's book, "Textiles and
the Microscope".
All grades, except Pine, are each represented by two
price series. Pine Territory wools are represented by two price
series. Strictly Combing and French Combing, because, by weight,
the latter has been of increasing importance during the past few
years. The Strictly Combing Pine group of Territory wools has
been relegated more or less to the specialty class, and, therefore
that price series would not be as representative of the Pine Terri
tory wools as the French Combing type.
The significance of the meaning of the terms "Strictly
Combing" and "French Combing" is seen by consideration of the
tentative basis for classifying length of wool staple issued by
the United States Dei)artment of Agriculture, Inch specifications
provided by the tentative length standards are shown in the
B Ip ^elciioo e^armaXo^ vtail artX
Xoov \o •JqiftAt m al t^vtiuUb sxaJto m »vo<f« eitHfil lo ladrxn
^«i*xoTft fJxU ^aol4»tfnvI£t ha &A .attain aavXb * aXtfXsiXa
<i,bS ot 9^an ailX at ^fJiUS^sfJ'i ei:a’x;| add to loXaawXJb
t
XhiAi atiU *101 \illBup oJ loon to aXqnaa ^flM tsjiS ,aacrotm
at aac^fxia 05 laao 5e'zi>axni tia^Xl 0^ OBdi tnom avad ioa
ai eno-ioXn Ob -loro bm^htwfi laq cie^Xl d cuuif anoa lo teXa'iAlb
.laXcuuXd
»X(faT 0^ Qi aX PixoXaTliipI" jbaiuiafi umu/Xoo axif
0 } antnoJJi-^ldafl aoirxavooO" aifcf aK>*xl dpPx’^op aav V a^aq ao
Hum aaXi^xar" «3(op<f a'strtwrfoE Tossatorrtl aX VT ogaq ao "esdoal
."aqooaoicoiV adX
cwj ^^aoaaTqoi rio^jo oia ,eai'![ Pqaoza ,so&(ns XIA
floiTq oaX l!>oJa8CJ*nqeTt «na tCoov 'fioJlTtaT aart .«aiio» ooXiq
,X(^Xa« ^ ,a«tMOCtf ,:^rrX<£so& lioaaT't bac ^aiditacO xXtoxiXE .soXias
aat d«aq stdp BoaaJ'ioqfoi ^aXaaetooU! tg avad axU laXPeX odi
aad tXoov xicll*ri»T to qao^ aiixt ^oidmoO \iXoi)X2 atiT >d7aox
,9*:otoi9]i} .biui ,at>Xj tidLuXooqf) add ot aaol to otota bstmoLvi caad
“XiiaT aaXf ekdP lo 9viX>9dn»89iq&i a£ ed ioc blx/cw sai'zoa aaiiq ^adP
.oqV iloao^l odi «a aXoo*
XlPoX’xPB" aartoi ttiU lo ^iaaott oAt lo oonAoXllo^Xa OitX
edP lo noltMtobtanoo \c! 0'49« oi ^uldcacO doaaxt** bxsa *v^X(faioO
Xd bouant oiqaia locw lo xtP^aoX ^alxtiaat>io lol aiaad avlpHpooP
oaolPAoXlXooqa doal .eiaPXx;r>X'i;j^A. lo Pae«triAqaC %«p.9P8 i>ePifl!jr adP
f-







Under 1^ inches From 1^ to 2 inches Over 2 inches
Under 1;^ inches From 1^ to 2^ inches Over 2^ inches
Under 1^ inches From 1^ to 2^ inches Over 2^ inches





Low 1/4 Blood Under 2 inches From 2 to 3 inches Over 3 inches
In actual market practive, French or Baby Combing is not
commonly used in connection with grades coarser than 1/2 Blood
(588,608). The Bureau of Census does not make any distinction
between Strictly Combing and French Combing, but includes both
classes as "Combed" in their reports of wool consumption. Consump-
tion of Clothing wool is reported as "Carded". Previous to 1933,
the Bureau of Census used the terms "Combing" and "Clothing" in
their wool consumption reports, but terminology applied to length
of staple was changed along with other revisions of the report
adopted in that year.
Wool consumption figures were compiled from the Monthly
Wool Consumption reports issued by the United States Bureau of
Census. Only the greasy combing domestic wool consumption data
were compiled, for it was desired to keep consximption and price
data on as nearly a comparable basis as possible. While it is
evident that wool consumption reports do not completely cover the
(1) The Wool-Growing Industry, table page 217, published by the




•odoiti $ 'I9v0 s^doiri S oi^ fl caoi1[ •(>doui ii lefaflU 9tit‘i
aadQCi levO fS o^ •oi'i ai^Aoal fl dooIS S\X
sexioni ^ levO a9it:>aX oxoit aeik'.cJt -j^X leixcU f>ocIS 8^,5
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ion »1 ^altfmoO doaail ,®vXi3*-iqr IkuSoa nl
JbooIS S\X wuLi loaiaoo aaXifii^s diiw aoX-iofiniaoo nt imau \cXao^<^o
aoiioaliklt Agen ^jian ioe a»ob 9jjta»0 to xmeuuiX e»dT ,(«0d,^&3)
diod sdbulani iifd ,^aXdiiaoC d3a«»it x>a« iaXdoioO ^XioXiiE aoximiod
-^pimenoC ,aol^qmjjauoo locm to tiioaoi liadi nl "ijt.daoC «£ «&«a«Xo
,C&Sl oi Buolvo’x^l , •’leJbisD* «s befxoqoi at Iccm j^lnicXO Tjo noiJ
ni ^jsctliiioiO*' 1)00 •‘^nlcTpioC’' atnai 'sdi Xwim oifonoO to jwnfiwff ©di
di^neX oi bclXqqe xi^oXoni'Tiei titiof roiiocxao aoilqHU/Qdoo Xccv limdi
iicqe'i oiiJ tc tnolalT©! ledio dilw ^noXd .d^ixxuio ««« ©iqois lo
.ist^ Bx
XXdinoM ©di doXlqmoa cnoi* ©eix/^l'^ noiiqiaasaoo Xcot
lo jQfi<?ix>'9 a»i«iS b^iiaV adf \<f l^neel aixoqfn aoiiqnifaaoO XooV
AiAl) Boiiqtiurcnoo Xoow ilisoaol) ^oltfatoo '(«£oig ©di XpLcO ^acsneO
©oliq 1)0© Boiiqsu^tfoo qofloi o? doileod ©©« il -lot ,b©Xlq«oo ©oow
et 3i ©XldlT .©Xdleeoq bc cxsod ’©Xdoijtqmos « ^iiaact ba no ©iad
9di lavoo \X©^©Xqao3 ion od »i'ioqei aolioiidraaoi loo** inai iaablra
©XU \d dadflirfx/q ,VXS fsa»q ©Xdai .xidetXml ^l©«iO-IooW etfT (i)
*XS<?X ,aolnaim3\oO ttlxAT .8 .U
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industry, tde group of manufacturers reporting during the period
covered hy this study has remained fairly consistent, as indi-
cated by details relative to the basis of the figures given in
each report* Approximately 80 per cent of the Industry has been
represented in the monthly wool consumption reports since 1932*
This gives a good cross-section of the industry* Monthly data on
consumption of each of four grades of wool for years 1924-1933,
inclusive, are given in Table II of the j^pendiz*
PRICE VARIABILITY
As a background for a detailed comparison of trends of
wool consumption and prices, it is of interest to consider brief-
ly some of the characteristics of the price changes that have
taken place in the past ten years* These changes will be con-
sidered from the standpoint of their frequency, extent and range,
as shown by actual and relative measures* In consideration of
price variability, attention was given to the tendency of the
different price series to move with respect to each other*
Frequency of Price Changes — During the period 1924-
1933, monthly averages in the various price series were un-
changed in only about 10 per cent of the months—percentage was
based upon 119, the number of months in which changes were possi-
ble* Monthly averages of Fine and 3/8 Blood Fleeces were un-
changed in 9 per cent of the months* Qaarter Blood Fleece aver-
ages were unchanged 10 per cent of the time, while 1/2 Blood
i)oi'i8q ^at-utL 4al<^‘X09«ni 4X9’iutois\aaf5& 'to sjii
-•kbai 9B ,3M)«lB&oo xlttt&l bemtoia^i sAd \jijts;kB nldt \6 b^rtuvco
at 9iU to citotf oild c4 ovI^aIote tlletoh xb »9iao
a»*(! 8Ma ^df to ^itoo ^xoq 08 ^o^AotUoiqqA. .Jioq*t rioAo
I
B^ciiK sJioqo'c aokfqm/^aoo Xoov xXolacn ^Iik ai bB^aBBBtqe'T
ao j&7Ai> tiiiifluM .xtIsit&kX BiU to aokfo»8~»BO'ts> 60031 ^ oovi:^ $kdT
t&Gf!I*bSiX erBBx "^^t Icon to ^xfo\ to dooe to aol^qprunooo
.x£l>£!dqqA. to II oltfaT oi uovig oxs ,9Yl«ifIonl
niiiainuv IDIOT
to ebOBtk to AOoXiAqnoo fto/IaioA a tot 6ni;o't^j6>Acf a aA >' *
-toxixf io^Ib^oo oi kaB-x^koi to «i ,Beoi*xq 6f» AcitqruxftAoa loop
BTAd katU aefiaado »£>2iq adk to eoiJat'xekojazcdo mdt to eaos xi
-‘Aco 90 Illp cp^iiAiio 9000? ,fnAB\ texiq ods ai 9o«Ig ooixs^
Ijoo Snokx» t liwW to #xiioqi>ru3?« ©62 eoit X>«io6ib
tc aoikenahixaco ,al *69zsm»«o’ Bvli^Itn JjoB Xbi(2oa xxi awom ««
exO to x^aol'o»2 t^Ak ok aext^ aam aoikaekki^ ^x^illaMirex ooiiq
.19x120 dOAo o2 /Dvqavi dkiw avg,xi ok S9ii»8 ©oJhtq 2c9i9tt26
-^551 I;02't9q 9a2 ^altoQ — bosuhoD 9911^ to
-ms 919W Boliep eciiq aifOlioT odJ ai aa^enaxa xldiaca ,£561
SAP B^AkttBoaaq—mikiiOin 9,12 to kaao i»q OX 2x#r>cte ^In© ol oo^oaxlo
-isBoq 919K a^oBdo doIAw ai ad^xion to loxfistoii «62 ,6XjC floq© 699«<J
-jw 0199 P809»rf 6ooXS 6\5 609 902^ tc k9Q^:^i9Ta xI^^ooM .ditf
9199/t; 6ocX€ xatTiASJ^ .arftooa #62 to 2ct9» log 6 a2 6030060
i>ooXff $\X 9X269 ,9«22 ndi to 2n;to loq OX 6930060x0/ slow ao^js
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Fleece averages were unchanged in 16 per cent of the months.
Percentage of months in which averages were unchanged in the
five Territory wool price series were as follows;- 4 per cent
in 1/4 Blood, 6 per cent in 3/8 Blood, 13 per cent in 1/2 Blood
and Pine Strictly Combing, and 14 per cent in Pine French Comb-
ing. The significance of these figures lies in the fact that
we could, in the past ten years, have looked for prices to re-
main unchanged, on the average of only one month during the
course of a year. In actual experience, prices of some grades
were unchanged for several consecutive months and then changed
every month for several years.
EXTENT of MONTHLY CHANGES
Wool price averages, for the nine series covered in
this report, have changed approximately 2^ cents per month over
the ten-year period 1924-1933. This average includes all changes
regardless of whether they represent declines or advances. The
extent of monthly changes varied in different years. On the
sharp rise of 1924, changes averaged around 5 cents per month,
while in the sharp drop of the following year monthly averages
of the nine grades varied from 4-6 cents per month. Changes were
relatively slight in some years. The changes averaged aroimd
one cent per month in 1927, around 1^2 cents in 1928, 1930 and
1981, around 2-3 cents in 1929 and 1932, and 3-4 cents in 1933.
Variations in average monthly changes in prices for the different
years are greater than variations among the grades, and are great
-("..J’aoflPf Sift lo Tsq 81 oi h"!:»"j ss>A*i9Vfi ©assiT
f»rf? Ki lM»"jiiKbdajaf ©i(;ir e»^i:«v« ilc^idv ai (Mtcitm
Jaoa T.3q ^ -:ifwoiIol: m ©'tew aelit^e salaq I?or xto^tmyT stH
ftooXff S'vl al tima isq Bi .bool? 6\6 at ^ntto tsct d «hooJfi ^\f at
(
-dffioD cLoa^i% ftai*? «i ^«*a Tsq >X ban ^yxtJmoO xX^:>XtJ3 aaiX b«ft
tadt ta>^l r-d^ at s&iX saa^aMin^X* aifT .^ai
**«i jt as'jhrq tot faa'atooX '*vn.d .aiae-^ out Js^^q sdt ai ,,bXx<oo ow
od? dd'tica snc ’i^Xito lo s^STfiivs t*if4 no .be^ctisdocui atom
aebaia ^o8 saoiiq eSancXiaq^s lAt'tajB nl .t£»x « saxtfoa
bognnclo rtertX bisje adtnora svXtnaseaoa l^meTae lo't bagn^naiin snair
In*c»Tsa lot atnow \rievs
3iTC«AH0 lo ITESTTfi
fli IsfiToroa e^Xioa sain %o1 ,8s***-f*^B soitq XcoW
•i«vo ntacic tdq etneo fs vXetBaalxortqqjs dv^cf ,tioqs-T elat
BB^nasio tin 9»biflc^U aj^a'i&va nidT .BSSX-^^S€i bcltBq 'ias\-a»t edt
•dT , »on6V(b« tc fienXIaajb tnae nqsi \edi Tmiitdn cs^IbiJS^ei
odt nO tC'ffrsl'iXb aX bmitav et»ga.«^da to tnstfx©
,rltacMS T®q fit 1190 5 bnwo'is l)9^«79va a©^n»Kat> ^Sc?! lo •ei'x qt<ari*
eo^fiievp ^Xiltaow ’iRt-x ^ai'^rcltot ad4 Jo qorb arijsdfc BdJ at etlidv
•i«w B9c^n*MfO .atiioffl laq stnao 5-^1' crc'^'l ceXrcj^-r 8»b«ig, anin ©dJ
biUiO'ii^ 09BnfV£lo ecl?* .biaex ^XevitsXsi
bnx' 0B8X ,0S(?r nit sJnsa S-^X bni/oiA ,rSf?X nl dtaow leq tnao ano
.SC^^X nl 8t£f»o #‘“B bof: ^SBSX (>SeX cl eJaoo 5-S bawoiB ,I6€X
tasToYYlb »dt 70^ esaitq al fis^aBdo •^Xdtncm &^tsrr, ai eaotJ^ttMV
Jc&ia ,«oJ)fi73 edt 34oaw sfioiJaliJsv nz-dt ©-rd 879©^
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enough from the financial standpoint to require serious consid-
eration of their causes by growers, dealers, manufacturers, or
bankers*
Range of Hi^ and Low Prices — Peaks and low points
in the wool price movement of the x>eriod 1924-1933 also stress
the tendency of prices of the various grades to move in harmony*
Table I, showing actual prices, or Table III, showing fixed base
relatives of prices, makes the existence of that tendency clear
for it will be noted that the highs for the nine series came
either in Jeinuaxy or February of 1925 and the lows of all grades
came in July 1932* Not only were turning points closely grouped
with respect to time, but the declines as percentages of the
highs of all grades fell within a relatively narrow range, 77.8
per cent to 80.6 per cent. Also, high and low fixed base rela-
tives, as well as declines, on all grades were rather closely
grouped.
The actual high, low and decline in prices of each
grade, together with declines as a percentage of highs are pre-
sented in the following table:-
-IfStaoo Biii/pdi oj *atc^paii^8 ioJtoiU^il'i 6^’i ttoncl
TO .sit'Xiaiilfc ,ctBiro^>, xd bsccbo Ic aoiidte
elaloq wcl tfl* — ••oli’l «oJ JinA dsiH to »§n»5I
I
ae*ni% o«.Cc lo Jnt»«»vc® ealiq loow »rf^ al
• VKXinail ai bvo« oi ^ftbstnj^ oxi^ 1o to \CM»ba»i »sii
oa&d boxn SfftPOiU- ,III oi(i8T *10 ^ue^L-tCi lot/ a* ,I oIcfeT
T«Bl9 \3a®i^i»^ lo eoaoJeJUs od^ taal*i« .sooiiq lo
ntsBO eaixotf eain ^Ai Tot sd^lti S^tii b9ton od ilio Jt lot
a0Jbfli;i XXa to owol od^ dao dS«i to xiaxTida^ to icv»;/n«l» at lod^io
i)aqxfc>t^ \Io«oXo aJaioq oisw \Xixo to5! *S£CX xXtrl* at aaso
ohi tc aosd^asotoq »& aojilXo^jo ojia iwf c^ ^ooqBOt dJiv
8.C? ,oga0t wcTfiAa a aXaii^ iXot a&Jba-i^ 1L» to
-oXn oaad ^<it woX ^cu^ dgid ,otX& -Ifioo teq 6,08 od taao toq
xXoaoXo iMiiat otair •jfrojlxe'is Xi» flc ,5oexXodd feo XX»w a* ,30vii
- *Jboq«ct§
dooo to aooitq ai aoXXooJb b«i« iroX ,asXd Xoixioa siiXr
-oiq »t« aii^Xa. to f%5»AJiioDt0Q « ea 8eJii:>el> toiWajiw .adats






(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Per Cent)
Fine Strictly Combing Fleece 1.700 .368 1.332 78.4
1/2 Blood Strictly Combing Fleece 1.564 .321 1.243 79.5
3/0 Blood Strictly Combing Fleece 1.365 .270 1.095 80.2
1/4 Blood Strictly Combing Fleece 1.260 .244 1.016 80.6
Fine Strictly Combing Territory 1.675 .365 1.310 78.2
Fine French Combing Territory 1.538 .339 1.199 78.0
1/2 Blood Strictly Combing Territory 1.562 .339 1.223 78.3
3/8 Blood Strictly Combing Territory 1.361 .302 1.059 77.8
1/4 Blood Strictly Combing Territory 1.262 .276 .986 70,1
Fixed Base Relatives — Price relatives, based upon the 1926
average, were computed for the monthly and annual averages of each of
the nine series of prices. These relatives facilitated comparisons of
prices of the various grades. Squal actual changes were not of equal
significance because of the difference in price levels of the various
grades. The high, low and decline of these relatives for each grade
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Fine Strictly Combing Fleece 151.2 32.7 118.5
1/2 Blood Strictly Combing Fleece 154.9 31.8 123.1
3/8 Blood Strictly Combing Fleece 159.3 31.5 127.8
1/4 Blood Strictly Combing Fleece 161.1 31.2 129.9
Fine Strictly Combing Territory 144.1 31.4 112,7
Fine French Combing Territory 143,9 31.7 112.2
1/2 Blood Strictly Combing Territory 150.0 32,6 117.4
3/8 Blood Strictly Combing Territory 147.1 32.6 114.5
1/4 Blood Strictly Combing Territory 152.0 33.3 118.7
Belatives by months for each of the grades are found in
Table III of the Appendix,
The small variations of the percentage declines from high
actual prices of all grades was confirmed by the relatively narrow
range of the declines in relatives from the highs. The major trends
in prices of the greasy Combing domestic wools, therefore, can be
determined from a relatively small number of price series because
prices of the various grades showed a strong tendency to move as a
group,
A point that becomes apparent after only a little study of
the price relatives in Table III is the fact that high prices of all
grades were attained early in 1925, while the low prices were in
1932, the period of decline extending over nearly 7^ years. Further-
more, the highs came either. in January or February, 1925, while the
SitiJijGC ii^SE
oox-af-ex ocx-of:^;’/ oci-asex
d.exi V.?£ ?.IdX eaasXl ^aidiaoC' xlloinJg «Ri''^
6. IS e.bax aoesX'’’. i^JtdmoO \lXoit)iZ Jbcc Iff S\X
8,^SX 3*I£ r.,edx ©09© X^ SjSicfyBoO vXIoiiia i>ooXS e\c
\8SX S.IS .XdX Q099X? g,nirftt<oO XilriYie booiS A\X
^.SiX P,PJ Kf^I X'lo^ aiiicfc'.oU \Xloii*^£
v.xc e.&M: Vtol I’M v*T ^aidmoO aoneaX aaiT
^SIX C,OcI VTCIiTtaT saicfmoO oocXS. S\X
a.MI d.as x.v4»: '<4lwalilg dcolB. t\C
T.I'Xl S.Cfi 0.S5X ^oidttoO XXIoi-ilS booXff A\j
Bt hatiol »d3 to -icl '40
*zlhtte(XtjA. eai “io III aXd&T
tfylsi faot^ isailo^b siit I0 ettcltBliJ^y li&si^ *d!T
wcvrijsfi Y.rt#vi.*jele*x ^d} v.rf f»^?anXlaoo p&v «el»£*r^ Hi* lo eac/'ig L&uSoa
tihnfji} lotea »ii? ,eii^td 9fiJ snri'i asTjtii I&i aX af^oiXc/ob da^ Tto a-^n£i
aao .sircw oiXeerooi) ^uicficoO adoXiq ffi
!»0O#io«»J 89xiee 8r>iTLCf lo lod.^Ma li&Bin a jinlt fc*»aXia'r®lai>
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lows all came in July, 1933.
The occurrence of the high prices in the first two
months of the year and the low prices in July suggested the
possibility that prices of wool may show some degree of sea-
sonality* A study of relatives for individual years revealed
a tendency for low prices to occur in the middle of the years,
and for the high prices of the year to occur in the first and
fourth quarters* The evidence from a rapid survey of prices
was strong enough to indicate the desirability of measuring
their seasonality* The long decline from early 1925 to July
1933 had already indicated a marked secular trend* Then, in
order to secure a measure of cyclical fluctuations of prices,
it was fouzkL necessary to eliminate the seasonal and secular
trends*
Now, to carry the investigation of price variability
one step farther before taking up the study of seasonal,
secular and cyclical trends, it is of interest to compare the
trend of wool prices with the general price level* Annual
price relatives of Fine French Combing and 3/8 Blood Strictly
Combing Territory wools, taken from Table III in the Appendix,
compared with annual average indexes for wholesale prices,
compiled by the United States Department of Labor, show that
changes in wool prices over the period 1924-1933 were greater
than the changes in the general price level* This is clearly
.SGCX at woo lla «wcJ
op’i ^9'zit at •9*>iirq 9Ct Jo (foatmjrjoo tiT
odi at •»9iTq vci 9dt Acta isax aai lo wi^aoa
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1
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to alJibtm 9dJ at 70000 c4 aeotzq wcl lol xofloiMie^ a
008 t87iJ adi at 7SfOOo ci sdoinq fi^ld odt not bam
oolnq to XAvniTEr tlq8.7 a mort oortobirc eiT’ , 9794700^ tiS7voJ
yil7i'^^aom to \m idA^ltudi tiaoibat 03 d^oaa ^oonJe asm
Xlul. oi dSC*! *c*:t Aniioei* ^noX aaT .\illBCoco6s nXadi
at tOotS ^Jbaarst taloooa b€>oi7j$a & tteJAj.lhai lOAoila bod 2tXt
(Sooiiq to aacitBU3oo£y Isotloxo to enos^tn a 9700** ci nobno
7aIt/09B boB lanoBoos 8dS e^aaxatlo o3 xjaea^o^a bauoJ aev it
,»ba97t
X4iIirf«liBV »3i*iq to noJ)z%lia9yai os'J
.iBaoeae;: tc xboj« qsj MX'iBt onct^ neii^nal qo^a aoo
odt sToqaioo o3 i9e79Sal to aX it ,9bf\ozi Lt^ll^xo bae zbIooou
JasjooA -lorol osXxq X«ie«r«^ otiS dttw aeoiiq locw to baozt
x£toi73€ beolfl 8\S titfi laidnoO doaoTt to 9»rItaS»7 aoiiq
(XUboocqA at III oltfa? mczJ anfiai .aXcov xnoiinneT •^at<Smo'^
.iBoinq alBeeioda to! aaxabui 9^£nav£ Xivocita dtlm oanoqaoo
iadi woda ,70<Sad to ^naaanoqoCt aataJZ batted] odi \d baSlqmoo
naiBons enaw CWX-^S^X ^oXnaq »o^ naro ao'jinq Xoo« at ea^aado
xXnooIo aX aid? .laval aoXnq iciacBi^ ad^ at ao^a&dj odt tuidt
V.*W‘
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shown in the following table
Wholesale Price Pine Prench
Index (2) Combing Territory
3/3 Blood Strictly
Combing Territory
Av* 1926-100 Av, 1926-100 Av* 1926-100
1924 98*1 122*6 122*3
1925 103*5 122*6 119.6
1926 100,0 100*0 100.0
1927 95*4 96.5 97.9
1928 96.7 102.3 112.0
1929 95.3 38.4 99.8
1930 86*4 67.3 68.5
1931 73.0 54.2 53.9
1932 64.8 40.8 43.7
1933 65.9 60*2 65*7
Summarizing briefly, prices of the nine important
grades of domestic wools tend to move as a group with respect
to timing, direction, and extent of fluctuations* Wool prices,
however, suffered greater chemges than the general price level
during the period studied* The discussion now proceeds to the
methods of computing seasonal, secular and cyclical trends of
prices and consumption* The measures of these trends were
used as the basis for the study of the relationship between
prices and consximption*
(2) World Economic Review 1933, page 92, published by the
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COMPUTING SEASONAL, SECULAR and CYCLICAL TRENDS
Measures of seasonality, long time trends, and cy-
clical fluctuations were computed by methods described by
William G* Sutcliffe in his book entitled, "Statistics for
*
the Business Mam". As this book is readily accessible, the
methods are not described here.
Seasonal and secular trend measures were based upon
data for the year 19)34-1932, inclusiye. The large number of
unusual developments in 1933, entirely \uilike conditions pre-
vailing in the previous nine years, suggested the inadvisa-
bility of including this year in the period for which trends
were computed. Cyclical indexes, however, were carried through
1933 by extension of the trend line and use of the same season-
al Indexes and secular trends as for previous years.
Seasonal Indexes (3) — Computing seasonal indexes
was done by the monthly means method. The effects of secular
trend were thus largely eliminated by the selection of the
period, for the extreme years of the period 1924-1932 repre-
sent low years in complete cycles. Seasonal indexes were com-
puted for consximption and prices of four grades of wool. The
setup for computing seasonal indexes for consumption of Fine
greasy combing domestic wool is shown in the following table:-
I
(3) "Statistics for the Business Man", by Sutcliffe, page 183,
QcmF/s JAorjT'TO Lob aiijuo3c« .jAj^oeiLia o«iTt’«ntoo * -
-\o bnA ,QbPBii i^nox ,\J IZaacaAms lo evniwaifli
'(df b^di'ioi^b 9i>cdf»a xtf »*t«v •Aoiia^uiovl't IasIIo
10^ «roi^ai^Jw;8’' ^ood tin at ^YitloisJQ .0 smXlH^
Alii ,eIdl8«4>33A T^ijt£‘)T «i :>iQoti stc^ im ,'^aPiA M«AaX9x/& exii
.91 »a hndlm^Ab ioa vxa abodsen
isoqv beaW 9i9ir 00'ixrBAaci bcAii tAluong baji JjutcBAAS
tc ‘iAdaaua a^iaS adT .Brignloat ,S56iHK>6I ist>x etif Tot JiJ*sb
-•“xq fttotiitaoo aiULsw \iAiiiaA ai aSaA(Bqol»VAh U:ttax<nu
-‘fiatviMai Adi bAtSB^i^ssa «ttiaax ocia Bxroive'xq bxU et ^tlttex,
abaA^S sLoldm lot boit^ bdi at ntftex :^nlbuloat lo
ds^acTiH bAiiiAO Atom .lavsaroA ,eAXAbat lAOtIo\0 .bAinqaias axbw
-aoeAAB Ai&i-s Axii Jo aea baa atrll baojt edi \o aciaaoixa xd &S^X
«i/oiT0'sq rcJ. ea abc»ii aaXin>e« taa SAXobal Lb
%
BQXAbnt i&aoaaes ^AiixfqT>oC '*'* (£) aoxa^aX laAceaeS
iaijV3»« lo B^oello acC *bodi^as AanAa Mii x^ oaob aair
axl^ lo actioalaa odt \d beiAj\iaitSe ASfdj ora* baoiJ
-»*xqei S:56^*-^Sei toiioq Adi lo aawi^xs orfi lol ,toti9q
-ffloo AisA OAXQbni XafiocRoe .oAlnyp »^®ItlKoc Bi anoAX '*'oX 4 floe
wi? .loom le 9AbBr% ''juoJ lo •soi'rq iwxa «oi:i*>;aLMaco -lol tiAfaq
ABt\ lo aoi;^qny«xioo lol e&xeiMiX laaceoae ^aauq^o loJ qsiiba
-i®X<f«^' a^iwo/Xol oiU fli flurofle at Xoow oi^c.9aoJt> ^iiicftuod
























ALL MONTHS 6,794 100
The average tendency of consumption cf this particular
grade of wool, as shown by the seasonal index for the years
1924-1932, was to drop to the low of 72 per cent of the mean
monthly, of all months, in May, and to rise from that point to
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Measure of Secular Trend (4) — The monthly mean
method was used in determining the long term trend in con-
sumption of four grades and in prices of two grades. The
method is illustrated by the following table:-
SECULAR TREND of CONSUMPTION
of
GREASY COMBING FINE DOMESTIC WOOL
1924-1932
Monthly Deviations Deviations
Mean From Mean Squared
Year
Year Y X X XY
(1000 lbs.)
1924 4,557 -4 16 -18,228




1927 5, 935 -1 1 - 5. 939 -•44, 808
1928 6,444 0
1929 8,717 1 1 8,717
1930 8,296 2 4 16,592
1931 10,402 3 9 31,206
1932 8.544 4 16 34,176 90. 691
TOTAL 61, 155 60 45.883





(4) "Statistics for the Business Man", by Sutcliffe, page 211
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Secrolar Trend for June 15, 1928 * 6,795.
Secular Trend for July 1, 1928 • 64 6,795 32 6,795 • 6,827.
2
Cyclical Index (5) Monthly cyclical indexes were
/
computed for consumption of four grades and prices of two grades.
The cyclical index expresses changes in prices or consumption
after the effects of seasonal and secular trends have been re>
moved. The final steps in the computation of the cyclical index
are illustrated in the following exhibit
Consumption




January 4,317 3,435 126 96 4 30
February 3,835 3,499 111 95 16
March 3, 769 3,563 106 87 19
It is seen in this exhibit what the cyclical index re-
veals. For example, an actual decline in March, 1924, was a cy**
cl leal rise because of the low seasonal index for that month.
Complete monthly indexes for consumption of all grades
are found in Table IV, and for prices of two grades are found in
Table V.
(5) "Statistics for the Business Man", by Sutcliffe, page 225
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CHAPTER II
SEASONAL TRENDS of CONSUMPTION and PRICES of WOOL
It was shown in the previous Chapter that fluctu-
ations in consumption etnd prices of wool have certain charac-
teristics associated with the time of year* We have seen from
a brief survej of monthly data that extreme fluctuations of
consvimption and prices are inclined to center in a relatively
few months. High months in consximption are usually fotmd late
in the third or early in the fourth quarter of the year. High
prices are inclined to occur in the first quarter of the year.
Low prices and low consumption occur most frequently in the
second quarter.
Only very general impressions, however, have been
gathered from the survey we have just made.
In order to get a more accurate measure of the timing
and extent of seasonal movements, seasonal indexes were computed
as outlined in the previous Chapter. Seasonal indexes of con-
sumption of four grades of wool are shown in the following
table :-
II
joow lo 2atoiff<i btif. MOiT'iMueioo \o ea:sf^ jAWSAtz
-xrS^n tads siroir^nq bAS at rr^ciia oijw il
Jo £xi£ «ci^<nws-2©o al taolSs
BOz\ aoti% Brem .xod>i lo bkH edt dsiw lbSaXoobbb Bolnei'iB^
lo BroBntxa i&di A4ub '<iIa;ruor lo lolitf &
-vleviaaldi a at lo^asa o3 basilicifU aia aaotiq bna aottqiasnaoo
o.t^j bajjot OTB noi^cfau/aaoD at .exi^aca irol
oslH *169% •riJ lo le^iiujp /iJ'ii;Ol ori-J as %lTfao lo ini^ t>di at
,ZB^\ BiiS lo id^Toop a«‘xll adt ui Tifooo at baatlaat aaoliq
exi/ at xISttBSfpirx’t JtcMi tv'joa aoiiqajisaoa moL roa 8»oiiq woJ
.‘iBti&sup baooea
n99<J arnd .lovowon ,3notsia9tq:jil laiBaa^ ^ev %XflO
.oiMBK tof/t avad »» v^>rtU8 fsoil beiadJB^
aalJ-it edt lo aijwsaaar oJaioDoa eacxa e ot loino nl
teajuqmca aiaiv eojral^tTi: leccraao ,fia:ia!>dvca iaaoaaae lo ta»SxB baa
-003 lo uexaofli larrosaA^ .loXaaxlO •x/oivaiq ad4 ai baalfttro aa
^fTiwoXIol ada ai awodJ’ sria loo# Ic er.ti'T^ i0ol lo aoitqstw
-; aitfat
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SEASONAL INDEXES of WOOL CONSUMPTION
Years 1924-1932
Fine 1/2 Blood 3/8 Blood 1/4 Blood
January 96 109 98 95
February 95 84 82 87
March 87 77 84 87
April 78 74 81 68
May 72 77 77 76
June 79 80 82 86
July 99 106 97 104
August 120 124 122 119
September 127 123 124 135
October 127 130 127 135
November 111 115 115 112
December 109 101 111 96
ZOITiy»’3aOO JOO^ 'to OiLiiOexlS
S«€I-iSei •‘XJWT
i)ooia ^\i booXS 8\C i&aoig-ili ssia^.
(ie ffjj d« Xr^AitfoaV
?8 SB is de Viairtrf^T
V8 ts rv rs dooak
Bo 1.8 M' 8V XitqA.
3V TV rr cr X^M
dB "8 oe er e.'U/b
K>1 re dox ee XXj/L
exx SSI bsx CSX 4ajjQiiI
aex
’
^sx SSI rsx 'i9dsi0^q»8
»15i rsi OSi rsi tdrfoioO
sxc exx sn XXX -CiilDaevcK
ae CXI 101 eol
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The folloirlng table shows seasonal price Indexes com-
puted for the same period;-














January 108 110 109 111
February 107 109 107 109
March 104 105 104 105
April 101 101 100 99
May 90 97 96 94
June 96 95 94 92
J\ily 96 95 95 94
August 97 96 96 94
September 98 97 98 98
Oc tober 98 98 99 100
November 99 99 100 101
December 98 99 100 103
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION of SEASONAL TRENDS
Charts II and III show graphically the seasonal indexes
of prices and consumption of two grades. The solid line repre-
sents the deviations of consuo^tion from normal while the broken
line represents the fluctuations of prices from normal. The
straight. heavy, solid line, opposite the 0 at the left. repre-
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sents the normal for prices and consumption. The figures at the
left, preceded by 4 signs above the normal line and signs be-
low, represent percentages of normal.
Following for a moment the lines in Chart II, we find
the consumption line for January is 4 per cent below normal,
drops to 28 below in May, rises to 27 above in September and
October and then begins a decline tlutt continues during the
remainder of the year. The price line is 8 per cent above the
normal in January, drops gradually from February until June
when it flattens out at 4 per cent below normal for two months
and tnen begins a gradual rise which continues until December.
A slight decline in December is followed by a sharp rise in
Jeinxiary.
&£M£RAL OBSEHVATIONS
The major trends in constunption and price lines are
very similar in Charts II and III. In each, consumption lines
are at their peaks in October and at their lows in April or May.
Peak prices are found in January while low prices occur in June
and July.
Seasonal indexes for prices and those for consumption
have general patterns that are very much alike in all four
grades. (See tables on pages 22 amd 23). In this respect,
prices of these four grades show the same tendency to behave as
a group that was indicated in the study of price variability . in
Chapter I
wli jMff .aoltqmfoaco bos s^oirtq loi lAarioe ailJ a^aoa
-ad - baa aitiX lAcrxoix ®£»^ evcda tff'iio xd l>»Jba3a'iq
.I-ftonoii Ic sejs^^aaoieq dxtaeeiqai «iroX
jbnil aw ,II diudO ci eanlX add daesioffl « lol ^XwoiioT
flaonon wolaef daao •jaq ^ si "iol sail aoiJqraxrsaoa 9iit
b£\JB
-radssadqwC ai croda VS od 8»8i*x .\eU ni «oX»d 8S od sqo^b
wid tdiuixidfloo di^ild aniXr/sJb 4S saX^ad Aand ima TsdodoO
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PRICE and CONSUMPTION INDEXES COMPARED
Up to this i>olnt, consumption and price fluctuations
haye been considered from the standpoint of their individual
behavior. Several phases of the seasonal indexes will now be
examined in an effort to determine the relationship between the
seasonality of consumption and prices of wool.
TIMING of SEASONAL TRENDS
Rise from Lows — Starting with mid-year, when indexes
for consumption and prices are at their low points, the relation
between the cycles of the two sets of indexes will first be con-
sidered. The following table indicates the time that elapses










Pine June August 2
1/2 Blood May August 3
3/8 Blood June July 1
1/4 Blood May July 2
The outstanding feature shown by this table is the ten-
dency of price advances to follow consumption increases by one to
three months. Prices, in their advance from seasonal lows, there
fore, show a distinct lag with respect to the increase in con-
sxunption
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Peaks of the Cycles — All four grades are at their
peaks of consumption in October. Consumption of Fine and 1/4
Blood, however, reaches the peak level in September and main**
tains it through October. Prices, on the other hand, do not
reach their peaks until January and they reach this point on
all four grades in the same month. A distinct lag in the price
movement, then, is apparent in reaching peaks as in advancing
from low points.
RAN02 of SEASONAL VARIATIONS
Timing of the cycles of seasonal fluctuations must
not be considered the only indication of a relationship exist*-
ing between consuf&ption and prices with respect to seasonality.
There is another aspect which appears very iinportant, and that
is the extent of the variations manifested by the two sets of
indexes. Highs, lows, and ranges of consumption and price
seasonal indexes differ widely in their fluctuations. This is
shown in two tables as follows:**
HICH, LOW and EANCE of SEASONAL INDEXES of WOOL CONSUMPTION
Years 1924-1932
High Low Range
Pine 127 72 55
1/2 Blood 130 74 56
3/8 Blood 127 77 50
1/4 Blood 135 68 67
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HIGH, LOW and EANGE of SEASONAL INDEXES of WOOL PRICES
Years 1924-1932
High Low Range
Fine 108 96 14
1/2 Blood 110 95 16
3/8 Blood 109 94 15
1/4 Blood Ill 92 19
SIGNIFICANCE of SEASONAL TRENDS
We have noted two fundamental features of the seasonal
trends of wool consumption and prices;- (1), lag in prices, com-
pared with consumption, in the rise from the low points and in
reaching peaks, and (2), seasonal fluctuations that are much
greater in consumption than in prices.
The lags indicate a dependency of price trends upon
consximption. They imply that a rise in consumption normally is
followed in one to three months hy a rise in prices. A decline
in consumption, likewise, presages a price decline in three
months. Consumption, therefore, is indicated as a force whose
direction and weight exercise some control over the price trend.
Domination of consximption over the wool price trend,
however, is by no means complete. If consumption of wool were
the only contributing factor in the price trend, any fluctuation
in consumption should be followed by an equal change in prices.
This is not the case. The range from high to low of seasonal
indexes of consumption are roughly three times the range of
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indexes for prices. It is necessary, then, to look to some
influence beyond consumption for an explanation of the price
trend.
OTHEE PRICE FACTORS
Several developments associated with the time of
year will be examined for their possibilities of influencing
the price trend. Their effects will be related to trends of
consumption and prices.
It has been noted that the second quarter of the year
is the period when indexes for consumption and prices are at
their lows. In that period, a number of conditions are worthy
of attention.
An outstanding feature of the second quarter of the
year is the shearing season. While no figures are available to
prove the point, it is lively that around 75 per cent of the
entire wool clip in this country is shorn between April 1 and
July 1. That means that the market supply of wool is Increased
tremendously in a relatively short time. Not only is the market
supply greatly increased in the second quarter, but the increase
comes at a time when consumption is at a low ebb. Thus, to the
depressing influence of low consumption is added the weight of
another factor which would naturally tend to retard a rise in
prices. We have already noted that the price indexes of season-
ality for all grades reached a low in June. The end of the drop
ernes jioci ot ,iwcis *X .ceoXiq lo'i a^xeitni
tKoiiq esii lo aoi^iwiPlcpta /xb ic t cioitfqoa/ei’oo i)«c^»<X »on»unal
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in prices corresponds with the approach of the end of the
shearing season.
Closely related to the shearing season is the wool deal-
ers' buying season. Normally, dealers buy their year's stocks of
wool at the time it is being shorn. While dealers are buying,
their viewpoint naturally is not the same as when they are selling
wool. Consequently, they are inclined to favor a moderate downward
drift in prices because of the effect the decline may have upon
growers' ideas of wool values. The combined effect of the wool
dealers' attitudes toward prices and the light demand resulting
from low consumption tend to work together as a bearish influence
upon prices.
The influence of still another factor cannot be left
out of tne picture. During the second quarter of the year, supplies
of wool are apt to be, on tne average, much less desirable in
character than at any other time after the arrival of a new clip
on the market. Buyers logically pick first the best spinning
wools available. This tends to leave the most unattractive wools
on the market in late Winter and early Spring. Also, the first
wools of the season are usually less attractive in character than
later shorn wools. The differences between the best and the or-
dinary wools are not of a nature that can be reflected by the
grade and class terms on which quotations are based, but they are
reflected in prices, often to a very appreciable extent. For
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example, the price range on Strictly Combing Fine Territory wool
may be as much as 2-5 cents on a scoured basis. As market quota-
tions are based upon sales, and as dealers also are Inclined to
withhold their best wools through a dull period, hoping to realize
better prices when demand picks up, the character of the wools
selling in the second quarter are apt to have a depressing influ-
ence upon the price trend.
Summarizing briefly the factors associated with season-
ally low wool prices, three, in addition to consumption, operate
either to keep prices down or retard their advance in spite of
rising consumption toward the close of the second quarter. These
factors are:- (1), a large increase in the supply of wool at a
time when mill demand is at a minimum, (2), the attitude of deal-
ers toward wool values during the shearing season, which is the
dealers' buying season, and (3), the influence that the character
of old end early shorn wools have upon quoted market prices at the
time when wool is being shorn and bought by dealers.
The period when prices are at their peaks also has asso-
ciated with it certain conditions tending to give the price trend
its characteristic pattern. We have noted that after June the
price trend is slowly rising, reaching the highest point in Janu-
ary, Indirectly, consumption probably has some bearing upon this
trend for it is high during the third and fourth quarters, Tet,
it is doubtful if consumption alone can account for the sharp price
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advance in January, because by January, the consumption trend
has been downward for two months or more.
The first two months of the year is a period when
two developments of significance may take place. These are;-
(1) placing repeat orders for Spring goods, smd (2), placing
initial orders for Fall goods. These two events are antici-
pated by wool men weeks before they become actvxalities. Their
significance is that, if orders for goods in either or both of
these two categories are of large size, large quantities of
wool must be purchased by mills to make up the goods. In the
event buying takes place in January or February, buyers must cover
in a market with supplies greatly reduced. Mills by January
have already drawn heavily upon the last season’s clip for the
third and fourth (quarters ' consumption requirements. The re-
stricted supplies offer a background for price advances, and it
frequently happens that a demand, great enough to result in
price advances, takes place in January,
Here, again, we see that consumption of wool, as a de-
terminer of the price trend, is aided by other factors; an in-
crease in demand and a restricted supply.
GENEFAL SUMMARY of SEASON TRENDS
The seasonal trend of wool consumption is reflected
by a pattern in price movements that indicates a certain amount
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than consumption, however, influence the characteristic seasonal
fluctuations of prices. This has been shown partly by the fact
that prices do not fluctuate as widely as consumption. Also,
the heavy increase in supply of wool at shearing time, the buy-
ers' attitude of dealers at shearing time, and the character of
the old wool and the early clips on the market all operate at
the same time to depress prices. The January rise in wool
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^0 taJoaiiiric afl^ bout ,«ijX^ stbIabB to 's79
JB a^aioqo XJU Jeafi-aa adJ rto •qiXt> \S7Be ani ima Xoow bXo edf
XooJT ai aeXi xnaAfnaet. aa? .eeuiiq cKa'iqal) smli Bcase 9di
-ax/iic ^Xqqx^s on,t lo ilustn a x^djvforq ei .eaoXiq
.noil
CHAPTER III
SECULARS TREND of WOOL CONSUMPTION and PRICES
The discussion in the prerious chapter was confined
to those fluctuations in wool consumption and prices that nave
a tendency to occur at certain times of the year, A study was
made to determine the time when these particular kinds of
fluctuations occur, the extent of these fluctuations, and the
relationship that exists between seasonal changes in consump-
tion and prices.
Attention in this chapter is given to consumption and
price changes that have no relationship to any particular time
of the year, but rather take place only over a period of years.
In Chapter I, it was pointed out that during the period 1924-
1932 prices of all grades of wool suffered extensive declines.
Consumption, on the other hand, was shown to have exhibitied
varied trends. These changes are now going to be examined in
an effort to determine the relationship that exists between the
long time trends of wool consumption and prices. Data are pre-
sented in this chapter to show some of the possible causes of
Ill JtmAEO
aSOIE^i bar. ieOI?<IKT7e.lOn JO(}t T»UHT aiLUUSlE
i7€)ol)xioo eaw i^^Tqaiio KficiTfiiq eaJ al aoisrtvosit f«T
evKA i&ia Boctiiq hcu doii<|RU(taoo iccw aX tatoX^Anijttrt ea&sii
8£« VxJt A .Ts»\ lo awptX nXeXTO fa ruooo oi ^Q9l>n»i^ d
to «l:ai3l -rBljoTitt^q dead^X a«irtv basiJt (>‘StX 9axan«*^$Jb o« i»l>«a
r
srf^ 1).T* ,8aoiiAwJoifn Tto XaeXxc edJ ,iir3:>o saciiai/ioAlt
-qaujeaoo ni ©©^a^ua Xsooscee cj« 1A9 /©ai qx^itaoi^albi
.s«oi*tq /)nA acit
bar aciSqmfsroo oX aorX^ ai -xffiqsxio sid3 ai aoUneSJA
emiX i^ljaoXX'iBtT xas o3 qjiJcit:tsoXJBia"x oa »yrd XjsjU ea^usao eai'iq
ioiKoq A aevo xSao eoAiq ©Afil •serfiai ^xrtf ,1*©% lo
~^S€X i^olidq sdJ iaiusb trdS Juo bexnioq e^w Jx ,I 'seiqAxiO al
.8PaXio»Jb ©vitn©v^X8 loow *lo i£« lo eaoltq S56X
bstlXXdXiixe ev£d oj aroAa ,brusti t^iiXo (fdx no ,aoi^q^0SAoO
nl l>ea£n«X0 ©«f oJ j^nio^ ©oa ai* aie^fljsdo aaoilT .a6on^ boI’iAT
tidS 090^3 9d aX8Xx9 X^X qidancsXBlei ©xii aaXin©;t«f) rfaolls fl«
>
-oaq ©“If: b^bCT .asaxiq i-ob aoJXqs’Meaco ioo» lo abaa^it oaii ^oi
lo eeexttio oX<fleaoq sil^ lo ©woe woxia oi taiq^flo eifti at beiaea
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the changes we have noted.
Scope of Secular Trend Study.— Secular trends were
computed for consumption data on all four grades of wool In-
cluded in tiiis study. Only two price series, however, were ad-
justed for secular trend. Of the two price series chosen for
secular trend ad.jU8tment» one represents the Fine grade which
showed a rising consumption trend, and the other represents
medium grade wools which had a slight declining tendency.
Fine French Combing Territory wool comprises one of
the largest groups of domestic grown wools. This description
applies to the greatest bulk of the wool produced in the western
mountain range states and in the southwestern states of this
country. Fine wools predominate in the clip grown in these sec-
tions of the country, and this grade, as indicated in Chart I,
showed the most pronounced rising tendency of consumption in
the past ten years.
The other grade chosen for secular trend study
was Strictly Combing 1/4 Blood Territory wool. While this
particular price series was selected from the western grown
wools, it represents also a large portion of the better class
wools grown east of the Mississippi River, and it has a price
trend that follows closely the trend of the 1/4 Blood Fleeces.
svBii aw a^^aBtio edi
»i€W Biunr:^ -raIuo»B — .\Jysj4i! or.vnf laXu^aR \o aqooS
'
-al Xoow lo aabMr^ iiJo\ lie ao B3&to ttotiqaskanoo ic) baiu'qtaoo
'~t& oiow ,t©Tawoii .©axTas aoltq cwX ..xibtrXa eXiii ni betul^
xo’t asBoxia 90ltq owX siiJ 1C .Jbnaii laLjZt&a id haXaxr^
xiOXjctw ^bariii ani^ axU aXadsaiq^i aao bia*tX,
eiaeeaiqar laxWo ex-tf mB aoiX«jnu«aoo ^laXi. 'e Jaawoxia
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1o aac 9;»»iiqnioo loow ^loXlTiaT rjoflai'i anil
noiXql'XDeaij sixlT .aloow kwots oiXaaooi) 1o Bq^ot® Xaa^iBl erfX
irtaXaow «xiX aX i>aaA/l>0‘iq Xoow axii lo ?liiwf axU oJ aaXXqqB
X •:
BXxfX 1o d»;^.cXe ni&Xaawdi/cs a/li iti baa as^AJe e^qai aX^i^xuiuia
-oaa aa^dX flX uwo'xa qXXo ©jctf ftX aXaciXiBoda'rq »Xoow eart ' .'^iXfiDOO
,I XtedO aJ: be^JHQJtbal es eXdX b(i» rX^^dooQ ffdJ saoix





•BTBsus ixai ^aaq »dX
\ihf4a btteji iaLuosb ?o't n^ecilo edBis ledXo aa?
,
aldi alixiir .Xoow ipcXiii#? feooI3 ^\I aaic&ccO «bw
ffwotg ai&Jeaa BdJ moil isec^aaX©© esw ceXie* aoiiq iBlaoliiaq
«&bXo ’xaXXsd aiitf 1o aoiXioq o^ibX b csXb a^aoHoiqai <i .aXoow
eoiiq A Red 11 ba& ,ievjtfr IqqXa^laalM «dl 1o xtwoia aXoow
.BoosaX^ LooiS ^\I adl 1^, Iwxail adl xlaaoXo awoXIol laril basnS
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Consumption of 1/4 Blood wools tended slightly downward in
the past ten years, and so the two price series represent
grades with divergent consumption trends.
The selection of price series from grades with
the most divergent consun^tion trends offers opportunity to
make a more direct comparison between consumption and prices
with respect to the relationship of their long time trends
than would be possible by a selection from grades with more
similar trends of consumption. If the secular trend of con-
sumption has any appreciable influence upon the long time
price trend, it should be shown by a corresponding differ-
ence in price trends, especially in two grades with such
divergent consumption trends, as was shown by these grades.
Method of computing trends was discussed in Chap-
ter I., and so no further treatment of the subject is given
here, except to mention that the same method was used for
consumption and prices.
Secular Trends Compared.— Aimual changes in
secular trends of consumption and prices of domestic wools,
in the series for which trends were computed, are shown in
the following table:
oi M«iiAircJb b-rihcm^ oXco%’ hcoJSi ^\I to atASqoimacO
i/iueriqfti saiiaa eoiiq ovl *xi^ oa taa ^s'lDtiX icaq
.«i>Ae^; floiJq«u^tao9 iaagaev^l) dilw aaLAi;|
d^ift aa^tsrT^ attt aaJtias »3i:tq to AfH*
oJ lau^toacn rt»tto aoiiqacanoo $att%t«vtt> ieom edS
aeonq Ltt» aoJfqxiranoo Momind aowiiaqmoo •'loni a 9JLam
BbiioTi^ Mai^ 2^c«X 7i»d^ to qidfiacii:ilBr[ t^di cS f09qettJ d^t9
etOfiB Aifw BefcMtj ecrt aaiiooi^e & xd ^icfiasoq drf bixrow e»6i
-ncD lo buB’it ’T«[i?oo8 .»ri^ *floi^(jinxfEcro9 lo eX.tte'tJ nAltmi^
m>ii i^nol eri-} aoqj; eon<»£rXlai ftX4f4*2o8*cqqe aoi^qoune
-^Btttb jM*XLn<.’.q«»T*iot> e \(f .ivoAt «i< bloods ,bn«zt »Dltq
douB dilM uAbB'x^ ow# nt \Hjit 0tqa 9 Bt>lnq ai eoao
.frei>ATs 880^^^ xd tntoda es« && ,e/>nM^ flol^q^au/sisoo iAeg'xarJti)
-qx'oC wl l>9«aiij»ijb «je?T »baori ^lUfqvco to tK)d;^9l(
ne'vjt^ ai i09{,dva 9di l;o on oe hii» ,,1 tai
lol battii BAv bodSam atuss aoiia^at iqoo^o ,»tad
^itaoitq luui aeiJqmx/eaoo
Hf 8»SA«£[o ieifaoA. — .iMMAqpjioO e.baai'T iaXji>;^
.ciooir ot^aomcb to 9o^i^q bCA aoJtfqrjnaoo to ebaai^ laJj/oao



















It is noted from the foregoing table that the growth
in consumption of Fine wool was rery large, and that the trend
in prices was sharply downward. Growth in consun^jtion of 3/8
Blood was not nearly as large as that of Fine and the price
trend also was downward, but the decline was not quite as large
as in the price of Fine. Consumption of 1/4 Blood actxially
showed a decline. Seoilar trends were not computed for prices
of 1/2 Blood and 1/4 Blood, but the extent of declines in
prices of all grades C6tn be seen by reference to the table on
page 13, Chapter I, which shows that all nine kinds of wool de-
clined in prices by about the same percentage.
Hence, the trend of consumption apparently had little
influence upon the trend of prices. At least, the trend of
consumption is definitely eliminated as a causative factor in
the price decline. Practicably equal price declines took place
in aill graules regardless of the consumption trends of the re-
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amounting to more than three quarters of a million pounds,
had declines in prices of 78.0 to 73.4 per cent of the
highs for the past ten 7ears, and French Combing Territory
Fine had an annual price decline of 10.8 cents. Other grades,
with consumption trends either only moderately upward or ac-
tually slightly downward, had price declines of percentage
of highs about equal to those of Fine wools. Therefore, it
is eTident that wool price declines were associated with some
factor other than consumption.
This observation has suiditional support in Charts
IV and V showing average annual prices of Fine French Comb-
ing and of 1/4 Blood Strictly Combing Territory wools plotted
against secular trends of consumption of the respective
grades of greasy Combing domestic wools.
The consumption trend of Fine wool, it is noted from
the trend line in Chart IV, rose from 3,700,000 pounds per
month in 1924 to 10,600,000 pounds in 1933. This is certainly
a very substantial increase, almost tripling in ten years.
Yet, during this same period, the average annual prices of Fine
French Combing Territory wools in Boston fell from $1.31 per
pound, scoured basis, in 1924 and 1925 to $0.44 in 1932, a
drop of 66 per cent of the high annual average. In only two
years, 1928 and 1933, of the past ten were there rises in
annual average prices of this grade. It will later be shown
,4'Qiitjrciq aoifXixi « lo oaiW artom oJ }^IJai»osnB
BhJ le S/teo toq oi q.l?V lo aaoliq aJ aetalloBb
XtoSi’nttV ^al'ftsjoC ixTxs Je^q o-rii lot eii9>lxi
lefllO ,cin®o P.Oi io otti I^ob aoi^q leifnan asi bt:d fini'?
-oa 10 inB'itqu H.la}»i9boia \^nQ it-dilv ebasii aoisqaivtaov cUf iir
lo b»f:tiof*b »oi-iq faRrt ,bi*waii(X) ijlXxii^iXs
Ji faiotsifti:? .uXocw ani'^ »«0ii4 cX XAap« Jjvcis «ii§M !to
efflOB 1x3 Xif oiaw feenxXo&i •oi'cq Xoow iixdJ vftobXv® *i
.i3oi3q0ii;«aoa xwooi ’xc3o»l
iXiJCifO iTi 3*)..-/vY«t iiyic xi iJbljfc sra aoiXis \ri^e<}o elaT
-fJoioO xioiT»-f'I oiTx'? Iq BeDi^q le^nuB ^nlwoda V JSain VI
t
baXioIq bXcow x'io<tii*ioT fenXrfCBoC* v.XXoXiXc' bocIS l‘\X lo baa gaX
•vi3o':>qe®n af# lo aoxXqpsuanco lo eba»i3 -mlifOBe )9alj^&
«gXoCW OiieOOKb s^idnoO XStiBT^ lo BObA'l^
moil i)e>Joo al 41 ,Ioow sax's lo bcdi^^ aoilqcuunaoo exif
neq ttbrx/oq 000,D0Vrf^ aiotl ».«ct «VI Ji/cxiO ai oail JbnoiX 8x1?
\liilfi4iBo ®i >il£^ .S5eX ai eMxjoq C^0,COet0f oJ bSeX ni a?noM
,%i86X ae? aX gxfxXoi-*? JeonXa ,c.*?a»7->iii £ct4aB4?>fise %78v a
oflX^ lo S 'oXtq X^xjaojB eaa'^evfe ariX .JboX toq wsbb aidJ gaiax/b .IsT
7;X( XC.X$ .tiOil XXol crolBOff aX «Xocir \to4xx-x»'S gaidmoO xloasa^
a ai o? SK6i bxw bSPl ai ,sxftXi<f bsijuoo* ,i>nx/oq
ow? vXno nl .8:ii.G78V8 X/ixraaB xfgin sa? lo ?c»o aoq dd lo qoib
ai eealT: ea^ai «ijw nttJ »riX lo ,^5SI baa 8SeX





























































































































































that the price rise of 1933 preceded the rise In consxunptlon.
Increasing consuccption, therefore, was not effective in pre-
venting a decline in prices of Fine wools*
Farther emphasis is given to the apparent disasso-
ciation of price trends from consumption when the relation-
ship of consumption and prices of 1/4 Blood wools is consid-
ered. The secular trend of 1/4 Blood greasy ^omhing domestic
wool consumption, it has been noted, showed a very slight
downward trend which is indicated in Chart 7. The mean month-
ly consumption of this grade was 2,400,000 pounds in 1924 and
dropped to 2,300,000 pounds in 1933. For all practical pur-
poses, this drop was insignificant and may be considered steady
compared with the 200 per cent Increase in consumption of
Fine wool*
The movement of annual average prices of 1/4 Blood
Territory wool, it should be noted from Charts IV and V, showed
a pattern very similar to that of Fine wools. The high annual
average price of 1/4 Blood was $1*02 in 1925 and tne low was
$0*36 in 1932, a decline of 65 per cent from the high* This
was only 1 per cent smaller than the drop in the annual average
of Fine wool prices*
The inferences to be drawn from the behavior of the
long time tendencies of wool consxunption and prices are:- (1),
the rate of consumption did not have much influence upon the
.aoif<prjmaoo at tall ariJ b»hHo*i’zq ^C6I lo eexi idol'iq; anil ittii
~»'ia nt ©wlJtaila .Irn e«w .nic'iatari^ .aoi^cjau/euoo aniSisaionl
.aiccw ^:>crr% to ae&jtTq ni eaiXaai) « ^nXIaav
-oBCJBaii) di:ir o3 uavX^ si elsjcuqBa lecUr^i/f
-aoli^isi naftw nolJcjirji»Bnoo s^^a’T^ soiTq lo woiiijlo
-blBUoo ei tloo» booXS b\I aaol^iq too ceaco lo qida
oi^sainofc f.nldae^ X6jl.9X^ ii0of2 fr\X to b/tfw^ sf^iav^ta ^bais
Sti^ilB X'tav 0 he*roilr ,be;ton a®«cf SKri rfi ,aojiJf;mx«flOO /oow
-‘tiiaoai af>e« eiiT .V ^xtidO ai Jt«*i»oiJbfli si rioAilw b-t«wrtwoJb
btip £ti si>ru/oa OOOrCO^^t'N t*>w aboTOj siifJ io noijqa^^tnoo \I
-ixrq l&otiOBTiq XU' to'? ,6K<Jl ni BtAiiOq 000,C05,.S oJ baqqotfc
vCusais itateJbisaoo etf v*® qotft sidi .oaecq
to aoiiqtai;8nc3 ci as/i^ioni Jaao rt>q OOS ri^iw xm^enoo
.Xoow «flil
i)ooI€ ^\I lo aeoitq ojifliava Iboiuss to ^n»fl»vo«a «riT
iswods fV t>n& VI cJtBri'J mott i>»Joa ed Jclaoxis^ Ji ,ioow v^o^inaT
(iwnrs data edT -cXoow orri^ to tfidi 0? laliois fn»J?/vi a
E«w »oI adi i>n* t^€X ni ^0.1$ saw booIE b\I to woiiq a^istevs
siiiT .rf^-kd ©xiT Kott Jfl90 toq SO to ^aSlo^^b r. ^SS^I ni dr..C$
XjuttHB iiAiL^ ni qo-tb oiiri^ taXIams inao r ^q I ^lao a/^w
.enjinq loom eniti to
aul to Tr-ivanao adi aso'it urns'll) od cJ 9^0001atni adT
,(I) -I'-tB saaitq t»ia acli^ipmjenoo loo* to aaioisaLafei aoiiJ s^xioX
dfU noqu oDnauItfli rit,A«i avad ^on ftio coIiq'jujBiioo to a^at ad^
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price trend, and (2), responsibility for the downward trend
in wool prices must, therefore, be sought in some other
economic factors,
ECONOMIC TRENDS RELATED TO WOOL PRICES
World Wool Prices.—* Wool is a commodity that has
a world market, and so the world price may logiceilly offer at
least a partial explanation of the severe drop in domestic
wool prices from 1924-1925 to 1932. Average anntial prices per
pound for two grades of wool at the London auctions are re-
corded in the United States Department of Agriculture Year-
book for 1934, and are (p.oted here as follows
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blood.
Another factor that should be remembered when study-
ing London prices is the fact that wools of these two grades
are subject to a duty when imported into this country. The duty
now is 34 cents per pound, clean content, €uid before June 1930
it was 31 cents.
Without attempting to make a detailed comparison be-
tween London and Boston prices, it is obvious that the 1924
and 1925 prices at London, as in Boston, were distinctly the
highest of the past ten years. Another point that emphasizes
the similarity of price trends in the two skirkets is the rise
in 1928. .Again, the similarity is strengthened by the facts
that in both markets the low averages came in 1932 and the
averages for 1933 turned upward, and rose almost to the 1930
level. The decline from high to low annual average prices at
London was about 78 per cent, compared with the declines of
around 65-67 per cent in anntial average prices of domestic
wools at Boston.
As London reflects to a large degree the conditions
prevailing in all wool markets of the world, the trend there
may be taken as a fair measure of world wool prices. Prom
comparisons made between Boston and London prices, it is evident
that the trend of world wool prices was more nearly comparable
with the domestic price trend than was that of consumption in
.braid
a&dw ®tf bJLbOiiM t.9Ai 'sodofil tetbicak




ctinaoo 9tci» odni b^aioq®! nfuriw ^i/b « od ^se^cfift
0C9X voffT* aieVid bita ,dff&icou disalo .itcufoq laq a^aao b£ al won
1C e«v 11
-9(f noal‘Z>^<|iQ03 l>®Il«lab « soLea ol ixioiillV
^S€l (uU liui/ aifolvtfo el 11 .aaaitq nolao€ ban aobacd aaaai
aril aiow .aolaoCT ni aa .aobaol 1« aMlaq QS61 boa
Bdxlaariqrsa laril laioq i^rilo.iii .aa«a\ tx®d laaq airil laaii^ld
aali sal al adsfirai o«rl aril ai eriflail aoliq lo drii
alaat aril rio.iarilaaaTle al \liialla;le aril laxa^ .SS^I ai
aril bfla SS6I al txnea aasataaa aoi eol ava^fi/* rilotf ai laril
OC€l axil 01 laomia »aor i>af- irrawqx/ Laa’zxfl CC91 loT aa^aiaTa
la ao'jitq a^.*T9VA lajjnns aoi ol xi;^xri Acal^aallaab ariT .XavaX
lo aertiloob aril riliw batijqmoo .laao loq es* Ixxoda eea nobaoj
allaamcb ttnoiiq a^aiaTa XaimoM al inrao leq rd-56 bricroia
.aolaoS IB aXocv
Raoillbnoo aril aaa^i) a^'xaX a ol aioanaa aobaori tA.
©laril b««m aril ,rii*xcw aril lo eleriise loo* lie ax
Q0\^ .aeoiiq Xooa bXic* 1o oxir^^am Trial b an a»yLit ari xrixa
laabiaa f;l 11 ,9aalTq uoJbaoJ bna aoleoS xiaawlari aX»£(a aaoaliaqpaoa
aXriaiBquioo ^^XiBoa aioai bb* aool'xq Xoo* hiinm lo bnail aril liwil
a I aoticffaifaaco lo Iba'i bb* aaril iaaTl aoiaq ollaanoi) aril rill*
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the United States.
Ordinarily, the United States mast import a sub-
stantial amount of wool to meet consumption requirements,
which in the past ten years have amounted to approximately
one sixth of the world production. Domestic production has
been, rougnly, one tenth of the world's clip. The deficit
must be made up by importing, and imported wools must be
bought at world prices. Consequently, rising world prices
would naturally tend to lift the domestic wool price level
because supply is less than the demand. In a similar manner,
declining world prices tend to depress domestic prices be-
cause, if the latter remained below the world level for any
considerable length of time, importing foreign wools would
be stimulated and the imported foreign wools would comx>ete
directly with domestic wools. World prices, however, may
rise without a corresponding effect upon domestic prices, es-
pecially if the domestic supply is adequate to meet require-
ments. The tariff, also, may act as a buffer preventing as
severe declines in domestic prices as may take place in
foreign markets.
With this background, it is not difficult to appre-
ciate the intimate relationship between domestic and world
prices for wool. In the past ten years, declining wool prices
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spite of tiie protection of the tariff and Increasing domestic
consumption. Hence, prices of wool in this country api)arent-
ly either had little relationship to consuflnption, or, if they
did have any relationship to consumption, it was of a negative
character.
We have already noted how wool prices in this coun-
try declined more than the general price level during the
period 1924-1932. This decline took place in spite of a ris-
ing trend in consumption. We have noted, also, that world
prices of wool traced a pattern very similar to that of domes-
tic prices except that the decline was even greater than the
decline in domestic prices. Apparently, then, the wool price
trend in the past ten years has been due to some widespread
underlying cause, or causes.
The one phenomenon that has been commonly experi-
enced by the whole world in the past ten years has been a
period of prosperity followed by the most severe depression
this generation has known. Wool is a raw material produced
in frontier regions and manufactured, or consumed, in the most
highly industrialized regions of the world. Hence, the state
of industry may have some bearing upon the wool price trend.
Therefore, we shall turn for a moment to the consideration
of the bearing the depression may have had upon wool prices.
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United States Industrial Production.— The Federal
Reserve Board 's index of industrial production, based upon the
1923-1925 average, for the years of high and low wool prices
were as follows;-
Year Index of Industrial Production (7)
1924 95
1932 64
These index numbers indicate the terrific drop in
business activity that took place during the period when prices
of wool declined 65-67 j>er cent of their high amnual averages.
They show how employment of the ultimate consumers of wool was
curtailed, how incomes must have been reduced in the past ten
years, and consequently, how the ability of many consumers to
buy clothing must have been restricted.
Factory Payrolls,— A measure of consumer purchasing
power of even greater significance than the industrial produc-
tion index is the Federal Reserve Board’s index of factory pay-
rolls. 'These indexes. based upon the 1923-1925 average, follow;-
Year Index of Industrial Payrolls (8)
1924 95.7
1932 45.3
(7) World Economic Review, 1933, page 83-84, U. S. Bureau of
Foreign eind Domestic Commerce.
(8) World Economic Review, 1933, i>age 102, U. S. Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce.
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7rom consideration of the indexes of industrial
production and factory payrolls, it hecomes apparent that
consumer purchasing power has suffered drastic curtailment
in the past ten years and that the trend in purchasing
power has followed a course very similar to that of wool
prices.
Wool Production.— Daring the time when declining
purchasing power was having an adverse effect upon wool
prices, changes of considerable magnitude were taking place
in the wool supply. World and United States production of
wool for years that represent approximately the low and the
high of the period covered by this study are shown in the
following table;-






Per cent Increase 13 55
(9) World Wool Prospects, July 31, 1934; Mimeographed publi-
cation of the United States Bureau of Agricxiltural
Economics.
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World wool production in 1931 was estimted at
3,677,000,000 pounds, which was 493,000,000 pounds greater
than in 1924. This was an increase of more than 13 per cent.
The domestic annual production had increased 157,000,000
pounds, or more than 55 per cent over that of 1924. A very
large portion of the increase in the production of wool came
in states that are predominantly producers of Pine wools.
It was the Pine grade, we had noted earlier in this report,
that had the largest increase in consumption. This, apparently,
has a definite hearing upon the price trend. The increasing
weight of the wool clips, coming at a time when consximer pur-
chasing power was declining, placed steadily growing hxirdens
upon wool markets in order to get one clip into consumption
channels before the next arrived. The consequence was repeated
reductions in prices in order to dispose of each year's produc-
tion.
A Competing Fiber.— A new industry, the synthetic
production of a textile fiber called rayon, had come to hold a
very substantial place in the textile industry by 1924. Pro-
duction of rayon was of negligible proportions in 1920, but in
1924 the consumption of this fiber amounted to 42,200,000 iwunds,
according to the Textile Organon (10). By 1932, consumption had
(10) Textile Organon, February, 1934, published by Tubize
Chatillon Corporation, New York.
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reached 152,200,000 pounds, and comprised 5,2 per cent of
all the textile fibers used in that year. A fiber with a
growth in use, such as that of rayon, cannot be ignored in
the study of price trends of other fibers.
A significant factor in the development of the
rayon Industry during the past ten years is the decreasing
price of the product. The average price of 150 denier rayon
on the New York market was $2.11 per pound in 1924, according
to figures published monthly by the United States Department
of Commerce in the Survey of Current Business, The average
price in 1932 was $0,64 which represented a decline of near-
ly 70 per cent from the average for 1924, This decline was
greater than was shown by wool prices.
While it is true that rayon probably cannot be
substituted for wool in edl, or even in a substantial portion,
of present outlets, it is quite likely that the growth in
production and the price of rayon has had a veiy important
influence upon the wool price trend. Rayon competed with wool
in another way. It was a competitor for the existing, a
diminishing, purchasing power. Goods made of rayon are
attractive to consumers and they are widely advertised. An
increasing portion of the consumers' purchasing power went to
the producers of rayon. This meant a decrease in expendi-
tures for wool goods. Thus, even though the actxial displace-
Ic ^n»o “xeq fcePliq^Bco 5k« ,c6ixi»q OOC,OOS,Sei b^dtxM'i
B Ait^ TBlUtl A iB£ii al ttBdl'l BliSXBi 9dt ILm
al boiccQi (f ^onffoo «noxw^ iRdJ tA doi-e .••xr cti riJwoi:^
.HivoTil YMiio lo dsiiq lo \bo7t Bdi
wii Ic «li ni Tc^afll ^nAoilln^is a
K/ita^diMh »i£j tJ njL,B\ aey ^eeq BdS '{;jjHubat tto\er
aovA^ ’X«la«b 0d£ lo Bot'iq ^^jurera •.Oi>i)o*rq bsU \o aoiiq
sniii*Toooji ffi tojjoq i«q IX ,S$ g/r vtoX »*»*! driJ no
^noiBJTAqeC e«/i»4e bBitaV r<tiJ vrf ^X/UnoA boiUlIdiiq oi
9^«':eTo s<fT x^vioS ni gnisimoO lo
tc o.tifD^b a ba^naaai'ie^ xlotil* bb^Q^. saw S£€I ni aoxiq
•aw anXl^ab eiJiT no^ wii aoi^ ^o«o i«ki OV \I
.caaiiq loow iiwoxis axiir aad^ TelaOTa
«Kf ^onnao ^/dsdoiq aoxfii inAJ nsnf al SI elltil
r.oSS-TOq [eiSncfadirB a nl nova rto ,IXa nX loow rxe\ b^SuSiSadifa
al dSno'i^ mis Satis \,lasLti aStap at St ,aSalSu6 Saasaiq 1;o
X.wiotiujl \iav a tad enA nov^ B'^tiq adS boa ocxloi/bciq
cow dS ta heSoqnoo nq\^ .btre-iS soiiq ioow adX noqo aooaxrf'tnl
H ,-^alSr£xo ’^dJ lo't loc^Waqeoo a saw XI .\a« neilXoad at
6*xa ao\ai ab/w ebco{} .tawcq sniaadoraq ^^nldtintsiib
oA ^baaiXio'vba \IbbXtr a-ts \9dS boa a'^f^osnoo cS avIXosnXXa
cX inaw 'icirraq snXaadaixiq 'aiwwfaneo ao^ lo nolXioq ^lajae'noai
-iba»qxa at dss»*x:Kib a Xoaos etdT .aov’i rtaaxbcrtq aciS
-aoalqaib IsuJoa i»AS tf^otis aara .tX'riT ,*bco5j Xocw not ianjuX
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ment of wool in wool doth wag small, ra/on cut into the wool
textile field and became a price determining factor in the wool
market.
Conclusions.— The domestic wool price trend has been
downward from 1924 to 1932. Consximption during that period
showed a rising tendency. It is evident, then, that increasing
consumption by itself is not necessarily accom3)anied by rising
prices for wool.
Economic factors with trends closely resembling
that of the domestic wool price trend and probably having some
influence upon it were;-




5. Competition from rayon
The world supply and price of wool enters definitely
into the price picture of domestic wools. Industrial conditions
that effect the purchasing power of consumers of wool vitally
influence the price of that commodity. Domestic wool prices
have suffered in the past ten years from the competition of
rayon which has been consumed in this country at an increasing
rate and at declining prices. There is, therefore, considerable
evidence that the downward trend in domestic wool prices during
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the past ten years has been the result of repeated efforts
to secure outlets for an increasing production of wool in
the face of diminishing purchasing power and growing competi-
tion from a synthetic fiber.
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CYCLICAL TREND of WOOL CONSUMPTION and PRICES
Scope of Cyclical Trend Study.— Cyclical indexes
were computed for the monthly consumption of four grades of
greasy Combing domestic wools and are presented in Table IV
of the Appendix.
Similar indexes were computed for prices of two
grades representative of important lines of domestic wools*
These indexes are shown in Table V in the Appendix*
Cyclical indexes for consumption of Combing Pine
domestic wools and for prices of French Combing Fine Terri-
tory wool are shown graphically in Chart VI, This chart is
the basis of much of the discussion in this Chapter*
Cyclical Trends Compared,— The chart of cyclical
indexes shows very clearly that changes in trend are more
frequent and more extensive in consximption than they are in
prices*
The trend line for consumption in Chart VI shows a
tendency to move in cycles of about two years in duration.
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Low points in the cycles came in 1924, 1926, 1923, 1930 and
in 1932, while high points came in 1924, 1927, 1928, 1929,
1931, and in 1933.
The cycles tend longer in the price line. Within
the period covered by this chart, there are two cycles con-
sidered from the standpoint of the highs. One is from late
1924 to the middle of 1928, and the other is from the middle
of 1928 to the end of 1933.
A general comparison of the two trend lines before
1929 shows that whenever consumption rose far above the normal
the price trend was inclined to move upward. This was parti-
cularly noticeable in 1924, 1927 and 1928, The long and deep
decline of consumption below normal in 1925 and 1926 brought a
similar but not quite as marked a decline in the price trend.
Prices had brief periods of recovery while consumption was below
normal, but they did not extend more than a few points at a time
until in 1927 after consximption had risen and remained above
normal for several months. In the first four years of the
period covered by this study, therefore, the cyclical trend of
prices appeared to have a rather intimate relationship to the
cyclical trend in consumption.
In the latter part of 1927, however, the price trend
apparently ignored the dip in consximption, and again in 1928
-.-LS
bOB OSSI «dS€I ax ««>l9xo eriX al •Xaioq woJ
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prices continued to rise for several months after tne x^^ak of
consumption for that year had passed. This may have been the
result of a consumption that was above normal for about two
thirds of the year and a half previous to the peak in 1923,
After the middle of 1923 the trend of prices was
distinctly downward vintil the middle of 1932, During this
period, recoveries were of very limited extent and they tended
to be of shorter duration than during the previous years.
Also, the relationship between the consumption and price
trend lines appears to have undergone a very fundamental
change. Prices continued to decline farther and farther
below normal until July 1932 while consumption was at some
time during each year decidedly above normal. The response
of the price trend to a rise in consumption diminished steadily.
In 1931, consumption rose to the hipest point since 1924 and
yet prices rose only about 8 points from 30 points below the
normal line. This rise was smaller than the rise in the pre-
vious year when the rise in consumption was not as great as in
1931,
Expanding consumption, then, had a diminishing
positive effect upon the price trend for three years follow-
ing 1928, In the latter part of 1932 and again in 1933,
prices again began to show a stronger response to rising
lo siC^aoiiB tfi'xavea lot •el'x bmirrl^noo »ttot'i<i
odl iiB9<S ov£ii '^£01 siicff ^bape^q b&sL *r«e^ Saiii to'i noiJqKX/taoo
iuo^B lol IsiWioe evciM qav^ ftcl^qxurifioo « lo ihnei
*8S€I..fll 3£A9(f eds ci tiucirB’tq a boA ij»«\ saJ lo ttbTXdi
tew sBoirq Jo bft&r/ odJ 8S€I Ic sdj -toSJA
aidi sninAt! •'rU&GX lo elJbJ^iM liJm/ mawanob ^iJualSait
boMo^ \eiiX bne hoX2arXI Tpev lo aetioYooan ,toiteq
t
.t'Xitax 0£rolV(»'xq aciX ^al’Xirb ojuiX Tofioda to ed oJ
90trq jjnfi roiXqai'taoo »dJ P.^om^od qtdancliBlaz odi ,oa£A
l&i£i9ia£Juiu't A oao^thbais ovAd c4 o'l^aqqfi ssnil baoiS
me *xai£;*7fil eniioeb bOixliaoo edoii^ .v^ndo
9mo3 ip e&9 aoktqistseaoo Blidw S^6X xli/L liXox; XAetnoa woXetf
9«aoq88i •£[? .Xeenofl wotfA ‘zao\ doBO ^aizsrb omli
.\ilb»eia bodalrtsiib aoiiqmuvtnco at sajt'z a oi baozi ootzq edd to
i>iu. >SOX ooaia iakoq ieot^id ci o&cn acisqmxsaaoo ,XC€X al
odi woXotf aialcq CC eoT'i scfolcq 8 fsspd& \Ino «eot eoolzq iox
-ozq 9ti} ci 881*1 odi tuuit zoIIacs saw oaiz sld^ ,»all Ismoa




^liielalclb e bexf ^asdi ^aokiqmsraaoo ^IboeqxS.
-wcXXoY eieex ooziU zbt baozi eoizq adJ aoqja ioott^ ovlSlaoq
ai nks^ boA SlSf^l lo lieq zoUaI oaS al .8S€X §al
litisli oi Bsncqsoz zo^nczia & vuxfs niej^ «eol*xq
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consumption.
It is worthwhile to consider, at this point, some de-
velopnents that may have influenced the trends vre have noted in
the cyclical indexes of consumption and prices.
In Chapter III, we saw that the declining seoilar
trend in wool prices was associated with a rapid growth in the
domestic wool clip. We shall now examine the trend in domestic
wool production over the ten-year period and see if it has any
relationship to the changes we have noted in cyclical fluctu-
ations of consumption and prices. The annual production of
domestic wool for each of the ten years is indicated in the
following table;- (11)












(11) Estimates of the World Wool Prospects, July 31, 1934, TJ. S.
Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
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Production of wool In the United States rose from
281.000.
000 pounds in 1924 to 438,000,000 pounds in 1931*
The annual average production for the ten-year period was369.000.
000 pounds, which was very close to the production
in 1928, Hence, before 1928, production was below the aver-
age, while after that year production was decidedly higher
than average.
We have noted that 1928 marked a turning point in
the relationship between the cyclical trends of wool consump-
tion and prices. Before that year, prices seemed to be quite
responsive to the consumption trend but in following years
until 1932 responses of prices to rising consumption notice-
ably diminished.
The production figures appear to offer assistance
in the interpretation of the cyclical trends for the i>eriod
1929-1932, The rapid growth in production of wool did not
create any serious price disturbance until the total clip began
to amount to more than 350,000,000 pounds. After that volume
was reached, the growth in production continued and resulted
in a market surplus which could not be absorbed except at
progressively lower price levels.
In addition to the increasing supply of domestic
wool, the cyclical trend of wool prices was probably influenced
ttcil »«o-t aui? ai loow lo aclioubcnH.
.ISei itl »tfu/oq OCO,000 ,-56£* »SI6X J.i Bhcwoq 000,CX)0,I8S
8«» boi'T'dq toI nojtlni/<S>0'iq tigiiaTava iMCsuiB osif
acXi'itsbi.xq 'idi oS aaolo 'Ci?v saw ADlnV ,8b!itfoq 000 ,000fQdG




ai ialoq ^niirsui a b'^shi'"? ?jbrf# tsSoii aviui aV
-quu-cnoo Icow lo nbcoi^ I/iollDy;5 9dt
9*ijjp Bd oj bix-otf^'i B9oliq .aadv i:^di yro^efl .adc^Xiq otjs noil
aiaex .^niwolio^ ai Jjucf bud'iJ aoil'jBo/Aaoo t»Jli ol svxsacqsaa
-T'ollon nciJqc/isaoo s^niait oJ aeoliq lo •aenoqaea SS€I Xllnxr
.bd<iaialiR/b \Xcfa
©oa^ile ieae lal'io ol *!/iAqqB B9ni^i\ noilDxrbotq adl
boittfq aril lol abaeil iaoiXo^o aril \o - ae^idadBiq-raint aril ni
Ion bib Xoow to aoliovbc'iq at rilwci^ fiiqaT aaT .S£(?X-eS6I
negacf qifo ial<Kr aril Liiaa ‘soaAtinirdptb ank'iq iuoi-sbc. \a» alsa-xa
areo'Xow lexil loiVi .ebciXfoq 0()0 ,000*038 .vriJ efoia ol Inuoas ol
ballixeai baz baonilooo aoxldx'bo*;q at alwoig aril ,barioaa': eaw
Ifi Iqaoxa ^)acf^o^?d‘s ari jon biaoo 60fq"ius la^-ti'>ci a ai
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boonBuItat %ibatfonq aew aoDitc Xoow baozi XaoiXa\o aril ,Xocw
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by rayon prices. Daring 1929, the year in which the wool
price trend started a long decline, 150 denier rayon prices
were reduced from $1.60 to $1,15 per pound. The expanding
use of rayon, as pointed out in the previous Chapter, aind
the rapidly declining prices of that fiber served to increase
the pressure upon wool prices created by the large increase
of the domestic wool clip.
The extremely vigorous recovery of wool prices in
1933 was not a result solely of an increase in consumption.
Undoubtedly, the rapid and extended rise in consximption was a
contributing factor in the rise of wool prices, but there was
another development that probably was responsible to a great
extent for the rise in both prices and consvunption. Evidence
of this is the fact that prices started to rise before the
upturn in consumption. In this instance, increased consump-
tion apparently was stimulated by an advance in prices.
The event that was associated prominently with the
period in 1933 when prices and consumption began to rise was
the embargo placed upon the export of gold from the United
States. On the morning after the embargo was declared, a
number of prominent wool houses in Boston marked up prices of
wool 1-2 cents per pound in spite of an almost total lack of
demand from mills at the time. Previous to this, prices had
shown a strengthening tendency from the time of the bank
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holiday as a result of a growing belief in the trade that
inflation in some form was inevitable. In accordance with
this belief, many wool men felt that raw materials would
be more profitable to hold than bank balances or accounts
receivable. The embargo on gold clinched the argument, in
the opinion of trade leaders, and they immediately confirmed
their beliefs by a stiff advance in prices and the adoption
of a firm policy of holding out for the higher prices.
Manufacturers hesitated for a few days and then began with a
rush to buy almost every kind of wool on the market.
After the buying movement in the Spring of 1933
was under way, price advances came rapidly and seemingly at
the least pretense, and the advances apparently presented
no obstacles to making sales. Buyers had caught the fever
that the trade had had for some weeks. They grabbed at any
kind of wool offered and then asked what price was wanted
for it, Manxifacturers, like the dealers, had become convinced
that prices were going to be aigher and they too acted upon
their beliefs.
Daring this buying movement of feverish intensity
buyers and sellers alike had their eyes on one barometer— the
value of the United Statee dollar in foreign exchange. Close
t
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ir /’
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XctB JB ba^ioBTS .asfoew asios z6\ bed b&d abazi ^di iadi
bft^aAB asw aotzq ijuia bibaA aadi doA bazo'i'lb Xoow lo baid
baoatYttoo fiDfOoatf bjRil ,«T»XB0b adi 93(iX ,trytuSoByjisitBit ,ii lol
ooqxx baiOB oo« labc^Xa ed c^'^cXo^ anew 8«oX*tq lAdx
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attention to foreign exchange rates is always a matter of
necessity for the wool man who imports wool, hut ordinarily
the dealer in domestic wools does not show much concern
over the exchange rate of the dollar unless domestic and
world wool price levels are such that foreign wools begin
to look like an attractive investment. In J933, however,
the entire wool trade showed a keen interest in the value
of the dollar in foreign exchange. They took this as a
measure of Inflation which they thought was taking place,
Every decline in the dollar was the signal for another ad-
vance in wool prices.
In view of the prominence of monetary changes as
a factor in the wool market in 1933, it is interesting to
note the changes that took place in tne value of the dollar
in that year. The value of the dollar expressed in United
States gold dollars at original par is shown by months in
1933 in the following table:-
to 8 axfiwXft aJ; d^^aBiiaxe a3i«Tot roISu^Hm
\.IiXii«i:f)TO tud ,ioow w^ioqmt <uiK tiam loow xot x^laa«38/i
irxAorroD tioim wcdt loa aanb aloov ottttKipb nt xofatt) &di
ba& i>tS99taoh cs^iaxr XAlioc nd<^ lo »l8i 9xii xevo
aXoow d:iati tna aXaroX ooiiq loov bXiow
,xeT8V04i al .^aoiit>}«8Trii an 93UX "^ocL o4
»uLay Bdi al a.jb^wohe Bb'iil iocw axljaa e/i;f
a 8M bIjH ^007 \edf .^rsndoxB ai xaiXoJ) 9dS lo
«»9«Xq &ew id^odi yj»di doldw acitaXloi lo rx^«a.^
-Jye tedfoan xol l/ux^ls 9dJ aaw lAllob 9df ai aailoBb \tBti
,3»otxq loom al e'jamr
BB v^aado lo •s*«r«itXiiioxq adt lo m^lr al
oi ^aiiBBiBiRl Nl 11 ,^61 ni Xocv edJ al ^oloal a
xaXIoJb Afii Ic »aJ»v sdl di ooaXq aoo;t JahH as-^nado adl ofoa
ballaU cl Ijeaertqxa xaXXoi) exi^ Ic otrJjBirad? .xaex lAdi al
al MsUttom rwoxia el 'txtq liml^ltc IR a'laliob blait- aaiaiZ
-isXojUtf /^XwoXXol axil ai ££CX
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We see from this table that wool prices
the value of the dollar declined. Consumption ail
high in that period, but prices continued to rise
after consumption had turned downward and had gone below
normal. These subsequent price advances were in line with
the decline in the value of the dollar.
Not all of the price advance in 1933 could be
attributed to the decline in the dollar. If prices had
advanced only to the extent of the decline in the dollar,
(12) ITorld Economic Review, 1933, page 290, United States


















e* toSOTT a^oii? iocff' f^^di ^l(f£S eaU y.'i'tlL «h^w eW
ajiv ode acU^sauAHoH ^dsDJiLjttd twilTfj "io sxrXav adJ
nav© sain l)©x/<Ti^itco Xi;tf ,hoiaeq at
wo.(»d 6»aos feed bciB brava7>ob hf^aixf^ ht-d not^iyamaiioo *x»?la
dttv aat'I al aiaw e&oasvhR #nsj;/p©«cfirs ae^'rfT .laanon
.•TeXIot' fcrW "ic axrj-iiv arfJ ai aailoefc ari^
d I)£if03 r.S0X ai aone^ixa ftox'iq art to XXe
teri aaoX'xqt “tl .‘leXXoft ©o;* fli aniXDso »d o^ batadt'zttJB
,'iiiJlob ad) ffX aalioBb Btxi lo ina^xo arfJ ^/oo baonevoa
»aJE^3 tft^XaU ,O0S ©?i«q .^it'SX ,^aiv9ff oiOToaoo!^ ^XioW (Si)
,9OT:a2®500 r>ija»'iro<I £.ax. aaXa'to'ii 'to
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then Fine French Comhing Territory wool which was quoted
at 40.5 cents in Fehruaxy should have risen only to 65
cents in November. The quotation in November, however,
was 81,0 cents. Hence, the difference between the theo-
retical price based upon the depreciated dollar and the
quoted price can probably be attributed to the high con-
sumption rate. This is indicated by the smaller price
advances with declines in the dollar, that took place
after consumption declined compared with the advances
waile consumption was rising.
Summary.— Cyclical trends of consumption and
prices of wool showed varied relationships during different
period of the past ten years. Before 1929, the price trend
was quite sensitive to a change in the trend of consu'iq)tion.
From early 1929 to the middle of 1932, the relationship
changed amd in this period prices were very responsive to
a decline in consumption but an increase had little posi-
tive effect upon prices. This behavior of prices was asso-
ciated with a large increase in the size of the domestic
wool clip and with strong competition from rayon which hatd
a tremendous increase in consumption and a declining price
trend. Cyclical indexes indicate that constant lowering of
i>9tovp iioic'w Ioo» xio4tii»T ^l<fstoO don^^% 9ttl1 aariJ
''id ci xino naaii »tbx1 bls/cdt xnundeH. ai f^aao iM
ttbve^od tTHtfioevoK «i aotSaiatsp wiT as atana
~oedJ eitf aeaa^sd 9tM9t9t‘^kb suit ^aoatiR .aSaao 0.J8 aaw
»ri^ hoA xMllob bmti^looxrfb &ti*> avert: tiffmAd Botiq Laoiiax
-floo xi^xil hafudixti^ 9<5 xldjedc-irq ‘ing aolTq Jb^iarp
90ixq laXIens xo btti&oital ei siaT aoliq®Xi«
eaelq t&dd tXAllcL 9ct al BnailcgJb n^iw aaoeusvlxA
e»DtiBvl)e ewij dilff bBXBrmcj I>eaJtfo»b aciScpniut'aoo
.^plaix «aw Doliqpivaaoo aliaa
haa acIJqtnveacrt 1© aLattif laoilox^ — .XTaiaaxt'C
^KSTe'tllfc ^aixjjh airkdanotfalox bstxar tewode loov io aaoixq
boBxi eotxq eds ,€SQI rxo^eS .ax£9x nat Ssoq naJ lo bolxaq
,aoi^qsDSfaaoo lo xsaaxi asi/t ni dgeado e ci ^ii laaao ailt/p taw
qXilfftoi/filai BdH I lo Blbbta sdi oS eSSl xXii?» aort
oi Bvlancqaex ©new aanLxq bcinaq aidi ai S>aM ba^nsdo
“Jeoq ©X^^iX bed vasaxoai C3 itrd aciiqBujaaoo at aallsab e
-cata «ai» seosiq lo xckrBcLed eiilT .aeciiq acqj/ Jo®ll« «vX^
oiiK&Bob adi lo axle adi ai BBnaroai a^iaX b ailw baisJto
bod doldv ffox^ Jnoal noiilsaqmco ^ot^s diiv bits qilo £cce
eosxq snXaiXoai) a bna aoitcpmsasioo ai eeaexval eirobaeuexi a
lo ^al-awoi iBdi aS&otbni earatai laoXIaxO .fcaei*
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prices was necessary after 1928 in order to move the in-
creasing supply of wool into consumption. Increasing
consumption was effective as a factor in turning wool
prices upward when the supply of wool was about, or below,
the average for the past ten years, but when production
rose above the average the rate of consumption appeared
to be determined somewhat by the price. Hence, it is
apparent that the rate of wool consumption alone cannot
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Wool prices have fluctuated more violently since
1984 than the general wholesale commodity prices. Factors
that influence this departure from the general price pattern
are naturally of interest to wool growers, dealers, manufac-
turers, clothiers, and bankers. This study was undertaken
for the purpose of determining the relationship of wool
consumption to the price trend.
Prices and consunption of wool each showed a
variety of kinds of fluctuations. High and low points in
the series of each group of statistics tended to fall in
certain times of the year, and so indexes were computed for
seasonality. Prices of all grades of wool showed a declin-
ing tendency after 1984 which lasted until the middle of
1932. Consumption, on the other hand, tended to increase
in most grades. This necessitated correction for secular
trend in order to determine the true cyclical fluctuations.
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the years 1924-1932, inclusive* Inspection of the original
data indicated that this period covered two complete cycles
in prices and coincided with the ends of cycles in consump-
tion.
Interest in a statistical analysis of the kind
employed for the purpose of this report was aroused by the
very weak response of wool prices to the unusually large con-
sxunption in 1931, In previous years, prices of wool had
shown a tendency to rise with an increase in consumption*
A study to determine the nature and causes of the changed
relationship between prices and consumption of wool can best
be made by isolation and individual consideration of each
kind of fluctuation.
Seasonal and cyclical fluctuations of consumption
were found to be much greater than those of prices* In both
kinds of fluctuations in consumption, the change in any one
year is sometimes more than 100 per cent of normal and changes
of around 50 per cent were relatively common.
Seasonal fluctuations on the average for the period
studied were around 15-20 per cent of normal* This means that
the prices of wool may normally be expected to fluctuate
within the year from seasonal influences about 3-4 cents per
pound, grease basis, to growers, when the price level is
iBoi^xio edi 'to fioij^o«rq«nl .dVitBldnJt ,S£6lH(^ciX vdt
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around 20 cents, and 10-15 cents, scoured basis, to dealers,
when the prices range 6&-70 cents as in late 1934.
Seasonal patterns for the various grades of wool
were quite similar in consumption and price indexes. The
latter, however, showed a lag of about three months with
respect to changes in consumption.
The lag in the seasonal price trends suggested that
the latter were dependent upon consumption, but there are
other seasonal factors that are timed very much like the
price trends. Low seasonal indexes for prices come in June
when shearing of the new clip is at its height. The season-
al peak of prices comes in January when large orders for
goods are normally placed and stocks of wool are approach-
ing their low point.
Seasonality of wool prices and consumption has
this significance: haste of wool growers to sell their
clips at shearing time may fail to net the largest return
while holding beyond late Fall or early Winter may result
in a sale on a slow market; dealers must use caution in
making purchases late in the year unless they are reasonably
certain of an outlet within a short time; and, manufactur-
ers should cover a large part of their normal requirements
during the Summer and early Fall and should avoid the
necessity of heavy buying in January and February. These
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reconmendations, however, must not he followed hlindl7 for
seasonality itself may change or he modified considerably
hy changes that manifest themselves only after several
years* This was brought out by a study of secular trends.
Consumption of all grades of wool, except 1/4
Blood, had rising secular trends. The declining trend in
1/4 Blood was of little significance. During the same
period, prices of all grades showed severe and about equal
declines in secular trends. The diversity of trends in
consumption and prices indicated clearly that consumption
is not at all times the dominant factor in the price 4rend.
Several factors were studied to determine their
relationship to the diversity of trends noted in prices
and consumption of wool. It was found that world wool prices
had followeQ a trend very similar to that of domestic prices.
Also, t'ne purchasing power of the consxuoers in this country,
as indicated by factory jxjyrolls, had suffered a severe de-
cline.
Two other factors closely related to the trend: of
wool prices were:- (1), a large increase in the domestic pro-
duction of wool, and (2), competition from rayon.
An increase of 55 per cent in the United States
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production of wool from 1924 to 1931 1)0001116 burdensome under
conditions which brought declining world wool prices and
domestic purchasing power. In order to keep the increasing
domestic clip moving into consumption, prices were repeated-
ly lowered.
The consumption of rayon in this period made rapid
strides, Furthermore, prices of this fiber have been con-
stantly declining and the decline has been greater than in
wool prices. While actual substitution of rayon for wool
has been limited, rayon goods have offered keen competition
for the available, and declining, purchasing power.
Thus, it is seen that up to 1928 wool consunption
was, at least partially, a causative factor in the wool
price trend. After that year, however, wool consumption was
more or less a dependent factor, increases mostly following
wool price declines which were apparently influenced by de-
clining world wool prices, increasing domestic production of
wool, curtailed purchasing power of the consumer, and competi-
tion from rayon.
The depressive influence of these same factors
upon wool prices was further emphasised by the cyclical
indexes. Fundamental changes were noted in the relationship
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of price to consumption cycles after several years of
rapid growth in the size of the domestic wool clip. It
may he more than a coincidence that wool prices declined
steadily during the same period that domestic production
of wool kept on rising above the ten-year average, and
then began an upward trend after the production peak had
been reached. Increased competition from rayon and dimin-
ished purchasing power of consumers were developments
that corresponded in their timing with low wool price
levels compared to the rate of wool consumption.
The susceptibility of wool prices to sudden and
marked changes in trend as a result of extraordinary
economic developments was seen in the advance of 1933. In
view of the relationship that had prevailed between con-
sumption and prices in the previous four years, that advance
was much greater than could be accounted for by the rise in
consumption. There is statistical evidence, however, that
the lare,e consumption of 1933 had some positive effect upon
the price trend, but it was evident, also, that the con-
sumption rise followed rather than led the price advance
brou^t by monetary changes.
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The methods of statistical analysis used In this
study are of great assistance in determining the soundness
of the wool price level at any given time. The seasonal
indexes and the computed secular trends by themselves dis-
closed valuable information, but their greatest value was
found in correcting original data to determine the cyclical
trends. The cyclical indexes placed consumption suid price
statistics on a common basis which facilitated comparisons
of trends
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